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Editor

W

IPGSQIXSSYV½VWXMWWYIJSV
2022. It’s strange going to press
when a war that is just weeks
old, could take so many different paths or
trajectories. Regardless of the outcome, the
Russia-Ukraine war will have far-reaching
consequences for global defence and security,
for many years to come. Suddenly, war is on
our doorstep. Today, Ukraine, tomorrow, who
knows? Many of us may not have even seen it
coming, despite all the warning signs, because
we were too focused on other things, and
forgot about the threat in our own backyard.
3JGSYVWIMXMWHMJ½GYPXXSORS[MJ6YWWMER
President Vladimir Putin’s threat of using nuclear
weapons to get his way in Ukraine, is just
rhetoric, but as the last few months and years
have shown us, ‘Never say never where Putin
is concerned.’ He is not afraid to use chemical
and unconventional weapons. The intentional
targeting of nuclear power plants in Ukraine
raises the question, is it just to cut off the
country’s electricity supply, or does Russia have
an even more dangerous agenda in mind?
(IWTMXIPSKMWXMGEPTVSFPIQW½IVGIVIWMWXERGI
from Ukrainian Armed Forces and stories of
Russian soldiers being captured or throwing
down their arms, for Putin, the war in Ukraine
has yet to run its course. There is still an
element of unpredictability as to what comes
next. Meanwhile, NATO allies are playing by the
rules. They have put all their cards on the table.
8LI][SR´XIRJSVGIERS¾]^SRISZIV9OVEMRI
[LMGL[SYPHTYXXLIQMRHMVIGXGSR¾MGX[MXL
Russian forces. They won’t even let Poland send
6YWWMER½KLXIVNIXWXS9OVEMRI-RWXIEHXLI][MPP
have to make do with Stinger MANPADs, Javelin
missiles and Turkish Bayraktar TB2 drones
to defend themselves against the barrage of
Russian bombs and missiles. All that money, EU
countries now say they will spend on defence in
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light of this new phase of Russian aggression has
come too late for Ukraine. Defence is ultimately
a very expensive insurance policy, but if you are
not prepared to use it, when necessary, then it
just becomes a very expensive weight around
your neck, that you need to continually repair
and maintain.
Since Russia annexed Crimea, most NATO
countries, particularly those on the alliance’s
IEWXIVR¾EROLEZIXEPOIHEFSYXXLIRI\X
GSR¾MGXFIMRKJSYKLXEKEMRWXERIEVTIIV
threat. Well, that threat is here, and while
NATO has put on a more united front than
many expected, they are limited by their lack
of imagination. Did they not learn anything
from more than 10 years of war in Afghanistan,
which was anything but conventional?
Seeing those long convoys of Russian trucks,
tanks and artillery, rolling through the streets
of Ukraine, I couldn’t help thinking, what are
wars of the future going to look like, with the
prospect of hybrid-electric, or all-electric
ZILMGPIWSRXLIFEXXPI½IPH#8LI]TVSFEFP]
wouldn’t have as many logistical problems as
the Russians appear to be having as they would
need less fuel, and they could have crept into
town using their silent mobility capability,
rather than loud diesel engines announcing their
arrival, not to mention the on board power it
would have given them for operating sensors,
directed energy weapons, or powering even
½IPHLSWTMXEPW&YXEPPIPIGXVMGZILMGPIWNYWX
wouldn’t cut it without some form of mobile
charging infrastructure, which could become an
easy target. Q
Happy reading,

Anita Hawser
Editor
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INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

WAR
comes to
EUROPE

8LIGSR¾MGXMR9OVEMRILEWYRMXIHXLI;IWX[LMGLLEW
MQTSWIHYRTVIGIHIRXIHPIZIPWSJIGSRSQMGWERGXMSRW
EKEMRWX6YWWME&YXEWXLI[EVVEKIWSRLS[PSRKGER
9OVEMRMER%VQIH*SVGIWLSPHSJJ6YWWMEREHZERGIW
[MXLSYXXLI½KLXIVNIXWERHRS¾]^SRIMXEWOIHJSV#
By Anita Hawser

O

n the 24 February at 5am
Central European time, the
idea that “war was obsolete in
Europe,” was shattered when Russian
forces invaded Ukraine. For Ukraine,
Russian President Vladimir Putin’s “special
military operation,” must have felt like a
new and more intensive phase of an old
war, which really started when Russia
annexed Crimea in 2014 and Russianbacked separatists sparked an insurgency
in eastern Ukraine’s Donbas region.

In the weeks leading up to the invasion,
hundreds of thousands of Russian soldiers,
artillery and equipment had amassed on
Ukraine’s borders and in Belarus under
the guise of military exercises. But even
at that point, opinion was divided as to
whether Russia would invade or not.
Ukraine’s military was said to be relaxed
and not on high alert. Some journalists
even questioned whether US intelligence
about an imminent Russia invasion, had
gotten it horribly wrong. After all, the US

French armoured vehicles
brought to Romania as part
of the NATO Response Force
deployment (Copyright: NATO)
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hasn’t exactly enjoyed cordial relations
with Russia since its interference in 2106’s
US presidential elections. Ukraine, on the
other hand, kept telling the West to tone
down its invasion rhetoric.
Political analysts were convinced that
Putin was simply grandstanding to get
the attention of the West and NATO so
they would listen to his laundry list of
demands — for NATO to stop admitting
any new members, withdraw its forces
from Eastern allies, increase transparency

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

of military exercises, and address concerns
regarding non-proliferation and arms
control. The assumption was that Russia
may use cyber-attacks and limited strikes
or military escalation, but few really
understood at that point that Putin’s
demands for a new European security
architecture would come at a much
heavier price: the biggest refugee crisis
since the Second World War and the
bombardment and shelling of civilians and
civilian infrastructure in Ukraine's cities.
The fog, however, started to lift on
February 21, when Putin signed a decree
recognizing the independence of the
Russian separatist-controlled regions in
Donestk and Luhansk (otherwise known
as the Donbas region) in eastern Ukraine.
The decree gave Putin an excuse to
send in Russian forces to the contested
regions under the pretext of “enhancing
security and protecting people living in the
republics from external threats.”
Moscow didn’t waste any time in ordering
troops to the breakaway regions in the
Donbas. But the real indicator that military
action against Ukraine was imminent came
in an almost hour-long speech Putin gave
on Russian state television. In the speech,
which many have described as historically
inaccurate and bordering on paranoia, Putin
accused Ukraine of failing to stick to the
Minsk Protocols and said it was working on
a new ‘blitzkreig’ in the Donbas.
Ukraine is trying to acquire nuclear
weapons, Putin claimed, even though it
had returned or destroyed most of the
9,000 intercontinental ballistic missiles
left behind by Russia after the collapse of
the former Soviet Union. The prospect
of Ukraine joining NATO was too much
for Putin to stomach, so much so that
he claimed Ukrainian military units
were already under the command of
chief of staffs of NATO. He pointed to
“waves of NATO enlargement to the
east” — Poland, Hungary, and the Czech
Republic in 1999, followed by Bulgaria,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania. Where
would it end?

“If, somehow, Ukraine and Georgia were
to join NATO, it would be considered a
geopolitical nightmare for Russia, since
this could allow NATO to deploy military
assets ever closer towards Russia’s
borders,” explains Yoel Sano, head of
Global Political Risk at Fitch Solutions. “It
would also mean that virtually the entire
Black Sea would have a coast with a NATO

If, somehow, Ukraine and
Georgia were to join NATO,
it would be considered a
geopolitical nightmare for
Russia, since this could
allow NATO to deploy
military assets ever closer.

member – Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine,
Georgia, and Turkey. This could reduce
Russia’s ability to project naval power from
the Black Sea into the Mediterranean.”
Putin seemed to have more on his
mind than just NATO enlargement. In his
speech, he claimed that modern Ukraine
was created by Bolshevik Communist
6YWWME,I[EWRIZIVKSMRKXSFIWEXMW½IH
with just asserting Russian sovereignty
over eastern Ukraine. He wanted the
whole country. When Russian forces
started invading Ukraine from the
north, the east and the south, Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, said it
was like listening to the sound of a new
iron curtain falling. He pleaded with world
leaders to form an international coalition
to end Russian aggression.
The aggression continues, but the
West has certainly shown a united front,
something most analysts believe Putin
wasn't counting on. They also speak of a
more “aligned and invigorated” NATO,
which only two years ago was called
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'obsolete' by former US president Donald
Trump and described as ‘brain dead’ by
French president Emmanuel Macron.
After Russia's annexation of Crimea in
2014 caught NATO offguard, it seemed
determined this time around to present
a united front against Russian aggression.
Even NATO's Response Force — a
multinational force made up of land, air,
maritime and Special Operations —was
EGXMZEXIHJSVXLI½VWXXMQIMREHIXIVVIRGI
and defence role, which saw the
deployment of French forces and military
equipment to Romania to help bolster
NATO forces and air defences in the east.
What has been even more surprising,
is the response from individual countries.
On the 26 February, just two days into
the war in Ukraine, Germany, under
the leadership of its new chancellor,
Olaf Scholz, announced a €100 billion
($112.7bn) increase in defence spending.
Having reduced defence spending in line
with a foreign policy focused more on
peace and diplomacy, Germany will now
be in those league of countries that spend
more than 2% of their GDP on defence,
something which was unthinkable just
weeks ago. Even Finland and Sweden, long
seen as ‘neutral’ countries, said they were
now thinking about joining NATO.
But increased defence spending by
EU NATO members won’t change the
course of the war in Ukraine. NATO
countries may continue to arm Ukrainian
forces with Stinger and Javelin missiles, or
Turkish-made drones, however, Ukraine’s
beleaguered president still doesn’t have
XLIRS¾]^SRILIGEPPIHJSVWMRGIXLI
GSR¾MGXFIKER%RH[LEXEFSYXXLSWI1M+
6YWWMER½KLXIVNIXW4SPERHWEMHXLI]
were ready to supply to Ukraine? It seems
the US doesn’t want to get caught up in
airspace contested with Russia.
As the war rages on, Zelenskyy is
understandably growing impatient. “…[we
were] told that there will soon be help
in the sky,” he stated in one of his many
speeches from his Kyiv bolthole. “There
will be planes. They will be handed over

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

to us.... The fault lies with the invaders.
But the responsibility for this lies also with
those who have not been able to make an
obviously necessary decision somewhere
MRXLI;IWXWSQI[LIVIMRXLISJ½GIWJSV
13 days.”
At the time of writing, Russian forces
were still making advances on multiple
fronts, in the north, south and east of
Ukraine. Yet, despite intense shelling and
FSQFEVHQIRXXLI]LEHQIX[MXL½IVGI
resistance from Ukrainian armed forces
who are still in control of key cities such as
Kharkiv and Kyiv. Not everything appears
to be going Putin’s way, at least not if you
believe Western analysts’ assessment of
how the war is unfolding in Ukraine
“There’s been a huge degree of
complacency and underestimation about
Ukrainian resistance, and overestimation
of Russian military capabilities,” says
a spokesperson from London-based
WIGYVMX]MRXIPPMKIRGI½VQ(VEKSR¾]±8LI
6YWWMERWLEZIWYJJIVIHWMKRM½GERXPSKMWXMGEP

issues, and there are even reports of
Russian soldiers deserting and putting
down their weapons.”
Putin also seems to have miscalculated
Ukrainian air defences, which have been
helped by lethal aid from the West.
Ukrainian Armed Forces are managing to
HIWXVS]6YWWMERGVYMWIQMWWMPIW½KLXIVNIXW
and helicopters, but not to the extent that
they can push back Russian forces entirely,
or take out artillery positions that are
responsible for the bombing and shelling of
9OVEMRMERGMXMIWERHGMZMPMERWXV]MRKXS¾II
1MPPMSRWSJVIJYKIIWLEZIRS[¾IH
Ukraine. More than 400 civilians have
been killed, and hundreds more wounded.
But security analysts say the war has the
potential to worsen even further. Despite
suffering heavy losses and logistical
setbacks, Russian forces could still launch
major ground attacks on Ukraine’s biggest
cities, Kharkiv and Kyiv. But even if they
manage to take major cities like Kyiv,
KSZIVRMRK9OVEMRIMWPMOIP]XSTVSZIHMJ½GYPX
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for any ‘puppet regime’ Putin puts in place
as the civilians who have stayed behind to
½KLXEVILMKLP]EVQIHERHQSXMZEXIH
Meanwhile, the rest of the world watches
and waits, hoping that its main weapon
SJGLSMGIMRXLMWGSR¾MGX°IGSRSQMG
sanctions — will either force Putin to the
negotiating table, or better still, make
the war so unpalatable to Russians that it
leads to unrest back home. But for a tired
Zolenskyy, while he welcomes economic
sanctions and lethal aid from the West, it
won’t be enough to fend off the barrage
of Russian missiles that continue to fall on
Ukrainian cities and civilians.
;MXL2%83VYPMRKSYXERS¾]^SRI
and direct engagement in Ukraine,
the West seems to have backed itself
into a corner, removing that element of
unpredictability, which has allowed Putin
to dominate the narrative with threats of
nuclear escalation. As one security analyst
observed: “There is room to live in the grey
area, which Russia is extremely good at.” Q

OPINION

Both the Pentagon and the
public are paradigm prisoners
of conventional warfare
because it’s the last time
we won decisively. But it is
sentimentality, not strategy,
and why we cannot win against
crude unconventional foes
PMOIXLI8EPMFER2SSRI½KLXW
this way anymore, and there is
nothing more unconventional
than “Conventional War.”
The data is quite clear:
Conventional wars have been
I\XVESVHMREVMP]VEVIWMRGI
But then Russia invaded
Ukraine. So what next? Owing
to America’s obsession with
conventional warfare, expect
the US national security
establishment to learn all
the wrong lessons from the
Russian-Ukrainian War. In
its earliest days, pundits
were already declaring a
“new epoch” in international
WIGYVMX]EWMJXLITEWX]IEVW
of unconventional war were
erased. It’s pure GSR½VQEXMSR
bias, and symptomatic of small
thinkers.
)\TIGX'SRKVIWWXSTYWL
bigger defence budgets for
ultra-conventional weapons
PMOIWYTIVI\TIRWMZI*
½KLXIVTPERIW*SVHGPEWW
aircraft carriers, and EVXM½GMEP
intelligence tanks. For the
defence industry, Santa is
coming to town. For the
military graybeards, it’s about
defeating Russians in the Fulda
Gap once again, Tom Clancy
style. Rejoice! No more messy
quagmires, where FEXXPI½IPH
victory is obsolete. No need
to think critically or think at
all. For those stampeding with
the herd mentality, there is no
TVSFPIQ½VITS[IVGERRSX½\

opinion

LEARNING ALL THE

WRONG LESSONS

For many, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is conventional warfare on steroids. But our obsession with industrial-strenth militaries fed on a
diet of conventional weaponry and tactics, says
Sean McFate, could stop us from seeing what a
‘sneaky war’ against Russia might look like.
ussia rang in the new
]IEV[MXLXLI½VWX
blitzkrieg since Hitler.
Tanks trampled Ukraine, and
XLSYWERHWSJGMZMPMERW¾IHMR
the middle of winter seeking
refugee camps that do not
I\MWX4YXMRNYWXM½IHXLIFVE^IR
actions by casting the invasion
as ‘peacekeepers ‘who would
“de-militarise” a “Neo-Nazi”
regime that committed
genocide. Never mind that
TIEGIJYP9OVEMRIWEGVM½GIH
IMKLXQMPPMSRTISTPI½KLXMRK
Nazis during World War
II, and Ukrainian President
Volodymr Zelenskyy is Jewish.
February held another
MQTSVXERX±½VWX²-X[EWXLI
½VWXGSRZIRXMSREP[EVMR
years, the last ones being
the Iran-Iraq War and the
*EPOPERH-WPERHWMRXLIW
ERHXLI½VWXMR)YVSTIWMRGI

R

World War II. Conventional
warfare is state-on-state
EVQIHGSR¾MGXJSYKLXF]
industrial-strength militaries,
PMOIKPEHMEXSVW&EXXPI½IPH
victory is everything and
determines winners and losers
in global affairs. The epitome
of conventional warfare is
World War II, which we call
the “Good War” fought by
the “Greatest Generation,”
as opposed to the quagmires
of Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, and
Afghanistan.
2IEVP]]IEVWPEXIV
Hollywood still pumps out
WWII movies while other
American wars are forgotten.
For the defence community,
“Great Power Competition”
is code for conventional
warfare, and is enshrined in
recent national security and
defence strategy.
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But this is dangerously
naive. Assuming we are in a
new epoch reminiscent of
WWII because Russia used
tanks is misguided. It would
be like seeing horse cavalry in
ERHEWWYQMRKXLIJYXYVI
of WWI would look like the
Napoleonic campaigns. Also,
let’s not forget that Russia
employed a multitude of
unconventional stratagems
too, such as cyber attacks,
thick disinformation, and
Wagner Group mercenaries.
Lastly, conventional warfare
works best when it’s the
strong attacking the weak. Do
not expect Russia to invade
Virginia with amphibious
landing craft or roll across
XLITPEMRWSJ)YVSTI6YWWME
knows we are unrivalled at
military-on-military battles,
and to attack us this way
is suicide. More critically,
it would most likely end in
nuclear Armageddon. But
our adversaries also know
that the US. struggles against
unconventional war foes, even
primitive ones like the north
Vietnamese and Al-Qaeda.
Guess how Russia and China
will come after us? Correct.
Unconventional warfare, not
;;--WX]PIGSR¾MGX-RJEGX
many believe they already are.
-J[I[ERXXS½KLX6YWWME
and not risk a nuclear war,
then it’s time to get sneaky.
Clever strategists know that
[EVFIKMRWPSRKFIJSVIXLI½VWX
WLSXMW½VIHERHIRHWXLIWEQI
way. This is how we fought
and won the Cold War, yet
curiously we have forgotten
how. Many in America think
using underhanded tactics
and the dark arts of strategic

OPINION

deception is somehow
immoral. But is it somehow
better to lose honourably than
win dishonourably? I think
Ukrainians would vote for the
latter, and so should we before
it’s too late.

If we want to
¼JKW5XVVLD
DQGQRWULVND
QXFOHDUZDUWKHQ
LW³VWLPHWRJHW
VQHDN\&OHYHU
VWUDWHJLVWVNQRZ
WKDWZDUEHJLQV
ORQJEHIRUHWKH
¼UVWVKRWLV¼UHG
DQGHQGVWKH
VDPHZD\

What would a sneaky war
against Russia look like? First,
let’s keep our superlative
conventional forces as a
deterrent and safeguard.
Firepower is not what it used
to be in war, but it still matters.
7IGSRHPIX´W½RHWSQIIZMP
geniuses in the US to get under
Putin’s skin, so he makes a
mistake we can exploit. For
example, he hates revolutions,
like the Orange Revolution,
a series of protests, which
SGGYVVIHMR9OVEMRIMR
So let’s start a few. The Russian
empire has a long history of
bullying its neighbors, leaving
centuries of animosity.

Let’s prop up those
neighbours and get them out
SJ4YXMR´W±WTLIVISJMR¾YIRGI²
;LMPI[IEVIEXMXPIX´W½RH
an effective wedge strategy to
fray the China-Russia alliance.
Those two countries have
never gotten along, so why
let them start now? In the
hands of a cunning strategist, it
should almost be fun.
Should a viable insurgency
emerge in Ukraine, let’s
help it out. We possess the
perfect tool for the job —
US Army Special Forces or
Green Berets — which were
created during the Cold
War to raise anti-Russian
resistance movements.
However, we cannot risk
them working on Ukraine soil,
PIWXE½VI½KLXFVIEOSYX[MXL
Russian soldiers, followed by
mushroom clouds. Owing to
this, let’s base the Ukrainian
insurgency out of neighbouring
NATO countries like Romania
or Poland. Nothing erodes
Russian popular support for
war than seeing their troops
come home in body bags,
as was the case during the
failed Soviet-Afghanistan War.
Russian mothers of casualties
protested across the USSR,
something Putin remembers
well, no doubt.
There are other sneaky
stratagems. We live in an
information age, and we
have witnessed the power of
Russian malign disinformation.
0IX´W½KLX½VI[MXL½VIEJXIV
all who is better at cunning
information warfare? The
US invented Hollywood and
Madison Avenue. Russia would
stand little chance if American
politicians weaponised their

knowledge of negative ad
campaigns, stoking fake news,
and overall wiliness. Of course
the best information weapon
we possess is the truth. Let’s
supply “pirate VPNs” to
Russians and let them Google
whatever they desire. Putin’s
carefully cultivated hero of the
6YWWMER)QTMVIWGLXMGO[MPP
begin to slump.
Lastly, let’s get nasty. People
often bemoan how democracy
is disadvantaged in modern
war. Autocracies can blast us
with disinformation and hack
our elections. But democracies
are resilient while autocracies
are brittle, and we can exploit
it. Autocracies concentrate
all their power among an
elite coterie based around an
autocrat, who has a godlike
ego, but always fears a palace
coup. Let’s covertly create the
impression that some of Putin’s
lieutenants want to replace
him; in response, Putin will
take out his lieutenants for us.
War is more than warfare,
and warfare is more than
killing. Sneaky war is our
future, not conventional
½KLXMRKFIGEYWIMRXLI
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modern era, cleverness
triumphs over brute force.
The conventional phase of
the Ukraine war will end.
Hopefully, the Department
of Defense realizes that the
GSR¾MGXMWRSXVIWSPZIH-X
probably won’t, which is
a tragedy, because we are
blinded by our obsession with
conventional war. But there
are many ways to win, and
some of the best weapons
HSR´X½VIFYPPIXW*SVXYREXIP]
our county has a proud
tradition for shrewdness if we
care to remember, and it is
time to rethink the strategic
dark arts again. When the
going gets tough, the tough
get cunning. Q
Sean McFate is the author
SJ½ZIFSSOWMRGPYHMRK±The New
6YPIWSJ;EV: How America Can
;MR°%KEMRWX6YWWME'LMRE
ERH3XLIV8LVIEXW²  ,I
MWE7IRMSV*IPPS[EXXLI%XPERXMG
'SYRGMPTVSJIWWSVEX+ISVKIXS[R
9RMZIVWMX]ERHEREHZMWIVXS
3\JSVH9RMZIVWMX]´W'IRXVIJSV
8IGLRSPSK]ERH+PSFEP%JJEMVW
,IWIVZIHMRXLI97%VQ]´WRH
%MVFSVRI(MZMWMSR

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

CHINA GRip ON
IRAN
TIGHTENS ITS

Although weapons exports from China to
the Middle East are still relatively small,
Israel is watching with “sharp eyes”
Chinese activity in Iran, where it is said to
be helping the country develop advanced
satellite launchers and cruise missiles.
By Arie Egozi

A front view of China's Wing Loong II UAV at the Dubai Air Show (CC BY-SA 4.0)
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C

hina 's master plan to achieve a
foothold in almost every corner of
the globe with its weapon systems,
is moving at full force. In many countries
in the Middle East and Gulf regions, its
weapons serve as an entry ticket.
So far, China's most well-known export
to the Middle East are its Wing Loong
II and CH-4 unmanned combat aerial
ZILMGPIW 9'%:W 7EYHM%VEFME½VWX
purchased a handful of Chinese CH-4
drones in 2014 and has since acquired at
least 15 of the more lethal Wing Loong II
drones, with an expressed interest to buy
285 more. Similarly, China sold the UAE
EXPIEWX½ZI;MRK0SSRK-HVSRIWMR
Abu Dhabi was so eager for additional
drone capability that it signed up to be the
½VWXI\TSVXGYWXSQIVJSVXLI;MRK0SSRK
--HVSRIWVIGIMZMRKXLI½VWXYRMXWMR
Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI) data shows the UAE also
FSYKLX&PYI%VVS[QMWWMPIWXSEVQ
the Wing Loong II drones, which have
WMRGIXYVRIHYTSRFEXXPI½IPHWEGVSWWXLI
Middle East. The CH-4 and Wing Loong
I are armed drones roughly similar to the
phased-out MQ-1 Predator. The Wing
Loong II, on the other hand, is more
advanced and carries up to 12 weapons,
has an upgraded engine for increased
performance, and incorporates newer
avionics and sensors. Besides Saudi Arabia
and the UAE, China has also sold armed
drones to Egypt, Iraq and Jordan. These
drones are not simply for show, but are
EGXMZIP]FIMRKYWIHMRGSR¾MGXWXLVSYKLSYX
the region, including Libya, Yemen and
other regional hot spots.
According to SIPRI, between 2016 and
2020, China continued to make efforts to
develop its arms exports to the Middle
East. However, its data shows these
efforts have had only a limited impact
WSJEV8LIVIKMSREGGSYRXIHJSVNYWX 
of Chinese arms exports in 2016–2020,
GSQTEVIH[MXL JVSQ¯
But total volumes of weapons sales to
the region don't tell the whole story, or
probably even matter that much when

Chinese weapons or the expertise that
LIPTWHIZIPSTXLIQ½RHWMXW[E]MRXS
countries that are considered enemies of
the West.
Israeli defence sources claim that
countries like Iran are now receiving
technology assistance from China. They
add that Iran's ambition to acquire a
high resolution spy satellite is being used
by China to gain access to Iran's most
sensitive secrets, which it intends to use
"for commercial reasons,” and also as a
means of gaining a tighter grasp on this
strategically located country, which is
considered an arch enemy of the US.

CHINA COULD HELP IRAN
DEVELOP ITS AIR FORCE
Iran is also working on the development
of an advanced satellite launcher. The
IRIS launch vehicle is a space-related
derivation of Iran's Shahab 3 ballistic
missile. For years, Iran's space programme
has been closely tied to Tehran's special
relations with China and Russia. In April
2020, when the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps (IRGC) launched the
GSYRXV]´W½VWXQMPMXEV]VIGSRREMWWERGI
satellite into orbit, it indicated the
existence of a military space programme.
The satellite was launched by the Qased
(Messenger), a three-stage rocket that
used more advanced technology than
previous rocket tests.
All indicators suggest that China is
moving fast into the Iranian defence
industry with technologies and even
investments in local facilities for the
production of different defence systems.
One of Israel's top defence systems experts
who spoke on the condition of anonymity,
says Iran has reached an advanced level in
long-range ballistic missiles. “The Chinese
can help Iran in developing advanced
satellite launchers and advanced cruise
missiles.” The expert added that China may
help Iran in developing a local production
GETEFMPMX]JSV½KLXIVEMVGVEJXERHEVXMPPIV]
systems. At the moment, Iran does not have
a real operational air force.
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In 2006, Iran claimed that its industry
LEHHIZIPSTIHXLI8LYRHIVFSPX½KLXIV
jet. Experts said then that the Iranians
used their old US-made F-5 and added a
few features like a twin tail and leading
edge strakes. In 2013, Iran announced it
was developing the “Qaher 313," which
MXHI½RIHEWEWXIEPXL½KLXIV,S[IZIV
Israeli experts said what was presented
was no more than some plastic models.

A NEW CHAPTER IN
DEFENCE COOPERATION
Maj. General (Ret.) Amos Gilead, who
has served in many high ranking positions
in the Israeli Defence Forces (IDF), among
them as Head of the Military Intelligence
Research Division Responsible for the
Overall National Intelligence Assessment,
says that after most US sanctions on Iran
were lifted in 2020, Tehran was free to
import and export defence systems and
technical knowledge. He adds that Israel
must closely follow the expected new
defence assistance that China is likely
to offer Iran. “Tehran will probably pay
in oil and will try to improve its military
capabilities with massive help from China,”
he explains.
According to Hiddai Segev, a research
student at the Israeli Institute for National
Security Studies (INSS), Xi Jinping's era as
president of China marks a new chapter
in China-Iran defence co-operation. He
[VMXIWXLEXSR1EVGL'LMREERH
Iran signed a 25-year strategic agreement.
%PXLSYKLMXWGSRXIRX[EWRSXSJ½GMEPP]
published, an 18-page document drafted
in Farsi was reported by The New York
Times in July 2020, probably leaked by
sources in Iran, to the dismay of China.
Among the several issues discussed
in the published draft, are Chinese and
Iranian cooperation in cyberspace, the
Chinese Global Positioning System
BeiDou, and construction of Iran’s 5G
infrastructure. The draft also mentions
the possibility of joint military training
and exercises, as well as the formation of
joint research and weapons development
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and intelligence sharing. According to
Segev, while it is too early to analyse the
implications of the ostensible strategic
agreement, their indications of future
cooperation vectors should not be
dismissed, as they emphasize a potential
for joint research and development efforts
in military technology and intelligence
cooperation. “The strategic agreement
comes at a critical time when the embargo
on Iran under Security Council Resolution
2231 is no longer in effect, renewing Iran's
option to acquire Chinese weapons.”
Efraim Halevy, former head of Israel's
spy agency Mossad, recently stated that
Chinese commercial and economic activity
in the Middle East, including Israel, has a
security angle. “China is [making] huge
efforts to become more powerful in the
Middle East in aspects of defence. China is
very close to Iran, which is very important
to China as an energy supplier. Israel must
take into account its special relations with
the US and look at the Chinese activity in
Israel with very sharp eyes.”
According to INSS data, Chinese arms
exports to Iran occurred in parallel with
sales to the Gulf states, which are US
security partners, but also maintain strong
economic and energy ties with China.
Between 2010 and 2019, INSS data shows
China’s arms exports to Saudi Arabia and
the UAE amounted to $165 million, or
 %VQWWEPIWXSXLI1MHHPI)EWXHYVMRK
XLIWEQITIVMSH[IVIQMPPMSRSV 
Although China's arms exports to
XLI1MHHPI)EWXWTIGM½GEPP]GSYRXVMIW
like Saudi Arabia and the UAE, are still
relatively small compared to the US, Israeli
defence sources say it would be a mistake
to dismiss China as an irrelevant player in
the Middle East arms market.
“That is because of Beijing’s increasing
sales, the nature of those sales and their
likely implications for core American
interests.” Q
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AJAX GAME
BLAME

the

Highly publicised problems with noise and vibration inside the Ajax vehicle are just
the tip of the iceberg, according to recent reports into the programme’s failings,
which point to systemic failures and wider issues within UK defence procurement.
By Peter Antill
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%R%NE\TVSXSX]TIRIEVMXWEWWIQFP]WMXIMR1IVXL]V8]H½P;EPIW
(Photo: MoD/Crown Copyright)

I

n 2010 General Dynamics won the
competition to build a replacement
for the British Army’s Combat
Vehicle Reconnaissance (Tracked)
(CVR(T), also known as the Scimitar.
The requirement had been outstanding
for some time — over the previous 15
years, one procurement programme after
another had failed to come to fruition.

Eleven years later, that requirement
MWWXMPPYRJYP½PPIH[MXLXLIVITPEGIQIRX
programme (now called Ajax) stalling due
to production problems, performance
issues and safety concerns. If cancelled, it
could be one of the most expensive UK
defence procurement failures ever.
In June 2021, the UK Minister for
Defence Procurement, Jeremy Quin MP,
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stated at a RUSI conference that the new
%NE\EVQSYVIH½KLXMRKZILMGPI %*: 
would bring a “step change in versatility
and agility” to the way the British Army
would conduct land warfare. While there
were a number of ‘issues’ to be addressed,
Quin said they were being dealt with in
cooperation with the Ministry of Defence’s
industrial partners, and that the vehicle’s
Initial Operating Capability (IOC) would
be declared at the end of the month.
However, just a few weeks later, all trials
were halted due to crews being injured
by excessive noise and vibration, while
Quin admitted to the House of Commons
Defence Committee that he wasn’t
certain whether the programme could
be salvaged, despite some £3.2 billion
already being spent up to that point. What
complicated the issue was that the British
Army had just begun to consider how it
[SYPH½KLXMRXLI[EOISJXLI-RXIKVEXIH
Defence Review of early 2021. A decision
either way would have far-reaching
consequences for the British Army.1
As to the problems with the vehicle
itself, the two central issues are excessive
noise and vibration. The noise issue
stemmed from the Bowman headset
integration on the radios, where they
were picking up engine noise, and
amplifying it as the vehicle accelerated
directly into the crew’s ears. While
raising questions as to how British Army
vehicles are tested, this is relatively easy
to resolve with the procurement of new
headsets. The vibration issue however
MWQYGLQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSGSRXIRH[MXL
The excessive vibration led to the main
armament being unable to stabilise,
damage to electronic systems, a high
rate of component failure, the idler and
rear road wheels shearing off and crews
suffering hand-arm vibration injury.
Diagnosing the precise source of these
problems has been complicated by quality
control issues with the vehicle hulls,
meaning problems are not manifesting
themselves in a uniform manner, with
some hulls being relatively trouble free
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while others are exceptionally poor. That
means diagnosing whether the problem is
resolvable and at what cost is much more
problematic. If fundamental design changes
are necessary, they will be complex,
expensive and time-consuming. 2
By December 2021, things had failed
to improve, and with the programme
stalled, Quin made an oral statement to
the House of Commons and presented a
report commissioned by the Permanent
Secretary from the MoD’s Director
of Health, Safety and Environmental
Protection on the health and safety
aspects of the programme. The report
made 20 recommendations and criticised
failures in Ministry of Defence (MoD)
procurement systems and processes,
which allowed personnel to be exposed to
potential injury. These failures included:3
• No action being taken to implement
an MoD Safety Notice in December 2018
which said that a number of design upgrades
were required to reduce vibration.
• MoD safety cases and safety
management used General Dynamics Land
Systems–UK (GDLS-UK) calculations
that were not independently assured,
despite experts at the Defence Science &
Technology Laboratory (Dstl) advising that
the calculations should not be relied upon.
• A May 2020 report from the Defence
Safety Authority (DSA) identifying some of
these issues and entitled, “Serious Safety
Concerns on Ajax,” was retracted and
not pursued, either by the DSA or by the
project team at DE&S.
• Multiple warnings from Dstl and from
the Armoured Trials and Development
Unit (ATDU), which were running the
trials were not actioned, even when the
%8(9'SQQERHMRK3J½GIVUYIWXMSRIH
the approach as having the potential to
expose soldiers to a known hazard, which
he stated was not a defendable position.
In a January 2022 report, Trevor
8E]PSV4VSJIWWSVMEP6IWIEVGL*IPPS[MR
Defence Management at the Royal United
Services Institute (RUSI) where he heads
up a research programme in Defence,

In the case of Ajax, after several acquisition failures and cancellations, the Army were desperate
to get the vehicle into service and overlooked reports and complaints from soldiers.
(Photo: MoD/Crown Copyright)

Industries and Society, analysed the Ajax
programme within the broader context of
UK defence procurement and its recent
LMWXSV]ERHMHIRXM½IHJSYVPIWWSRWXLEXXLI
MoD should take on board:4
1.*MVWXP]LIYRHIVPMRIHXLIJEGXXLEXMJ
the MoD fails to commit to regular orders
(in the Army’s case, the failure to procure
a replacement for CVR(T) between
1995 and 2010) this leads to companies
exiting the defence sector, along with the
relevant skills and expertise. This can lead
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to additional problems such as having to
rely on inexperienced suppliers and their
assessments where such capability still
exists, and if it doesn’t, reconstituting said
industrial capability will be expensive and
HMJ½GYPX
2. Second, any reliance on industry
itself reaching conclusions about what is
TSWWMFPIMREWTIGM½GTIVMSHJSVETEVXMGYPEV
sum of money is risky, especially when the
government has only limited amounts of
in-house expertise. Defence Equipment
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& Support (DE&S) is supposed to assess
the technical risks in bids, and is able to
call on Dstl and QinetiQ. But, in this case,
the MoD seems to have underestimated
the risks, or over relied on GDLS-UK’s
SZIVEPPKPSFEPI\TIVXMWI ERH½RERGIW 
XS½\TVSFPIQW-REHHMXMSRXLIYWISJE
concurrent development and production
methodology can lead to problems,
and according to the Safety Report,
development and production should be
kept separate in the procurement cycle.

3. Thirdly, for any project that involves
EWMKRM½GERXEQSYRXSJHIZIPSTQIRX
and production work, there are risks
involved in utilising a procurement
TVSGIWWXLEXIWXEFPMWLIWEWTIGM½G
user, procurement agent and delivery
EKIRXYRHIVE½\IHTVMGIGSRXVEGXJSV
a particular requirement. The project
started just as Bernard Grey’s reforms
were implemented, which moved DE&S,
the military customer and industry
back to being at ‘arm’s length’ from one

another. As such, Ajax was managed
very differently to other projects,
such as the later stages of the Army
Basing Programme, which was turned
around in part due to the collaborative
working established under an integrated
team (Army, Defence Infrastructure
Organisation, and industry). A team
approach was also used when building the
two HMS Queen Elizabeth class aircraft
carriers and a similar arrangement is also
being used for the Tempest programme.
*SVWSQIVIEWSR%NE\[EWLERHPIH
differently — the MoD only accepted the
value of all the parties working together
in 2021.
4. A strong ‘blame’ culture can create
problems for defence procurement.
When projects as complex as Ajax run
MRXSHMJ½GYPX]XLIQIHMESTTSWMXMSR14W
and government watchdogs almost always
look for someone or something to blame,
with even the UK Defence Secretary,
Ben Wallace, jumping on the bandwagon
with regard to Ajax with the possibility
of a judicial review of the project. 5 A
TVSKVEQQIVYRWMRXSHMJ½GYPX]YWYEPP]JSV
a variety of reasons with many people,
organisations and factors contributing to
what happened.
-RXLIGEWISJ%NE\½VWXP]XLI%VQ]
after several acquisition failures and
cancelations, were desperate to get the
vehicle into service and so overlooked
reports from the ATDU and complaints
from its own soldiers. Secondly, DE&S,
measured on delivery to cost and as
close to schedule as possible, was willing
to overlook performance shortfalls as
TVSFPIQWXLEXGSYPHFI½\IHPEXIVEW
MXLEHE½\IHTVMGIGSRXVEGXXLEXWIXE
ceiling on MoD expenditure; and thirdly,
both GDLS UK and Lockheed Martin
UK, were trying to establish themselves
MR½IPHW[LIVIXLI]PEGOIHI\TIVMIRGI
and made offers they hoped would lead
to future work. Of course, these are
criticisms of the procurement process
in light of one particular programme
— there has however been additional
Continued on page 24
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AJAX
WHERE DID IT ALL GO WRONG?

As the single biggest order of armoured
vehicles by the British Army in 20
years, Ajax was meant to mark a step
change in British Army capabilities.
But as our timeline suggests, problems
for the Army really began back in the
mid-1990s with ill-deﬁned concepts
for a future family of Light Armoured
Vehicles, which saw the UK join the
TRACER and MRAV programmes.

Tactical
Reconnaissance
Armoured Combat
Equipment
Requirement – The
UK Ministry of
Defence (MOD)
begins a joint
development
programme with
the US Army.

UK joins the
multinational MultiRole Armoured
Vehicle programme
EPSRKWMHI*VERGI
and Germany.

8LI*YXYVI6ETMH
Effects System
enters the Concept
Phase of the
Acquisition Cycle.
It is made up of
two elements – the
Specialist Vehicle
7: ¾IIXERHXLI
Utility Vehicle (UV)
¾IIX

US Army abandons
the programme,
leading the UK to
halt development
after spending some
£131m.

TRACER MRAV TRACER FRES

UK pulls out of the
programme after
having spent
£57m citing a
requirements
mismatch (MRAV
had grown too
heavy to be carried
by a C-130).

Despite initially
selecting General
Dynamics European
Land Systems’
4MVERLE:XSJYP½P
XLI*6)79:
requirement, the
MOD could not
agree terms, and
with an In-Service
Date slipping
to 2015, the
programme was
cancelled, at a cost
of £133m.

MRAV

FRES

1992 1995 2001 2001 2003 2008
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AJAX

AJAX

MRAV

AJAX

AJAX

AJAX

UK rejoins the
programme and
signs a £2.8bn
contract to procure
over 500 vehicles
XSJYP½PMXW1-:
requirement.

An MOD Safety
Notice is issued
stating that design
updates need to
be implemented to
reduce vibration.

A Defence Safety
Authority report
entitled ‘Serious
Safety Concerns on
Ajax’ is retracted
and not pursued.

All trials are halted
due to excessive
noise and vibration
causing crew injury.
In December, a
report from the
MOD’s Director
of Health, Safety
and Environmental
Protection
criticised failures
in the MOD’s
procurement
processes that let
the programme
get this far
and issues 20
recommendations.

(boxer)

DEC may june
2010 2014 2018 2018 2020 2021
GDUK awarded
EFR½VQ
price contract
to produce the
589 vehicle Scout
¾IIX(IPMZIV]
to be completed
by 2025, despite
development not
FIMRK½RMWLIH

IIron
Iro
ron D
Dome
ome to
to US

Some elements
SJXLI*6)77:
continue and
become the Ajax
programme –
General Dynamics
Land Systems UK
win the competition
and are awarded a
£500m contract to
develop seven
prototypes.

The Piranha V (Copyright: GDELS)
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Continued from page 21

criticism of the MoD’s performance
more broadly. The Labour Party issued
a report in January accusing the MoD
of wasting some £13 billon since 2010,
with £4 billion being wasted since 2019
when Ben Wallace became Secretary of
State for Defence as well as £71 million
being spent on unplanned life extensions
and £64 million being wasted on admin
IVVSVWERH,18VIEWYV]½RIWJSV±TSSV
accountancy practices.”
Even allowing for a certain amount
of political point scoring (the report
concentrates only on the period since
2010 when the Conservatives returned
to power, but ignores the 13 years prior
[LIR0EFSYV[EWMRTS[IV XLI½KYVIW
make for eye-watering reading, especially
as the £4 billion quoted is in addition to
XLIFMPPMSRHI½GMXEPVIEH]MHIRXM½IHF]
XLI2EXMSREP%YHMX3J½GIMRXLI1S(´W
Equipment Plan.6
Labour’s report followed one released
by the House of Commons Committee of
Public Accounts (HCCPA) in November
2021 which stated that: “We are therefore
extremely disappointed and frustrated by
the continued poor track record of the
Department and its suppliers—including
WMKRM½GERXRIXHIPE]WSJ]IEVWEGVSWWXLI
programmes most recently examined by the
2EXMSREP%YHMX3J½GI°ERHF][EWXEKISJ
taxpayers’ money running into the billions.”7
In March 2022, the NAO published its
report on the Ajax programme, which
concluded that the MoD's and GDLS9/´WETTVSEGL[EW¾E[IHJVSQXLIWXEVX
as they did not fully understand the scale
or complexity of the programme, and
that the MoD had not demonstrated
value for money on the £3.167 billion it
has spent so far through the contract.
With no agreement yet reached on the
causes of critical safety issues or how they
will be resolved, the NAO stated: "The
(ITEVXQIRXJEGIWEWMKRM½GERXGLEPPIRKI
ERHHMJ½GYPXHIGMWMSRWMJMXMWXSHIPMZIVXLI
programme, with a risk that the problems
might prove insurmountable.”8

UK defence, unfortunately, has
something of a track record when it
comes to programmes that are late, over
FYHKIXERHJEPPWLSVXSJXLIMVWTIGM½IH
performance, although to be fair, many
other countries have similar problems.
However, a UK project that has gone into
production where the output is basically
YR½XJSVTYVTSWIMWYRLIEVHSJ
If cancelled, it would be almost as big
E½RERGMEPPSWWEWXLI2MQVSH%MVFSVRI
Early Warning programme, where the
MoD spent £1.37 billion (around £4.1
billion in today’s money) before the
programme was cancelled in December
1986.9 It would also mean the British

Army would have to seek yet another way
XSJYP½PMXWVIUYMVIQIRXERHMJRIGIWWEV]
alter its emerging doctrine. Q
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5. Chuter, A. (2022) "Ajax Acquisition Debacle Prompts UK Legal Probe" in Defense News,
January 2022, p. 22.
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to the Ministerial Statement,
indicated a number of cultural
MWWYIWMRXLIEGUYMWMXMSR
process and the associated
SVKERMWEXMSRW-REWYFWIUYIRX
detailed analysis4, Professor
Trevor Taylor of RUSI, probed
further into the problems
WYVVSYRHMRK%NE\ERHMHIRXM½IH
some key lessons.
First, the government
needs to play a key role in the
generation and maintenance
of industrial capability,
including associated skills and
knowledge. Secondly, there is
a danger in relying on a single
contractor’s view of what
can be achieved within the
time and money constraints,
particularly when government
in-house expertise is limited.
Finally, complex projects
[MXLWMKRM½GERXHIZIPSTQIRX
and production effort are
MRLIVIRXP]VMWO]ERHVIUYMVIE
team approach, rather than the
separate user, procurement
agent and delivery agent model
employed in Ajax.
The second issue
demonstrates an example of
the ‘Planning Fallacy’, a term
coined by Daniel Kahneman
and Amos Tversky in 1979, 5
and the resulting optimism
bias. Simply stated:
Planning fallacy =
Underestimated (cost, time,
VMWO SZIVIWXMQEXIH FIRI½XW
opportunities)
This problem can be
especially acute in defence
where a more realistic
estimate might result in the
project not being approved
XSTVSGIIHMRXLI½VWXTPEGI
&IRX*P]ZFNIVKLEWGEVVMIHSYX
extensive work in this area,
summarised in his Iron Law of

opinion

is further Acquisition

Reform Needed?

8IGLRMGEPHMJ½GYPXMIWERHHIPE]W[MXLXLI
Army’s Ajax programme, and Labour’s review
of ‘waste’ at the UK Ministry of Defence,
LMKLPMKLXWMKRM½GERXJEMPMRKWMRXLI9/´WHIJIRGI
EGUYMWMXMSRTVSGIWW&YXMWQSVIVIJSVQXLI
antidote? By Stuart Young

ecent reports and
Defence Ministerial
statements have once
again highlighted the issue of
defence procurement failings
in the United Kingdom. The
Labour Party’s "Dossier of
Waste in the Ministry of Defence", which was published in
January,1 has rightly highlighted
the issue, although some of its
½KYVIWEVIUYIWXMSREFPIFSXL
for being too optimistic and
too pessimistic, and it does
not propose any solutions,
although that is perhaps understandable at this stage in the
election cycle.
It also succumbs to the ‘Sunk
Cost Fallacy,’ when, in many
cases, it is better to terminate

R

a failing project rather than
let it continue consuming even
more wasted money in the
future. The report also fails
to distinguish between waste
and poor cost estimation and
control in many projects; very
often the additional costs were
always inevitable, but were not
recognised or highlighted at
the outset of the project.
1SVIWTIGM½GEPP]XLI
Army’s Ajax armoured
reconnaissance vehicle has
FIIRLMXF]WMKRM½GERXXIGLRMGEP
HMJ½GYPXMIWMRGPYHMRKLMKL
levels of vibration and noise,
as highlighted by Defence
Procurement Minister,
Jeremy Quin.2 The Health
and Safety Report, 3 which led
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Project Management: “Over
budget, over time, under
FIRI½XWSZIVERHSZIVEKEMR²6
He developed the concept of
‘Reference Class Forecasting.’7
In simple terms, it compares
the estimated cost distribution
forecast of the project with
the reference class distribution
of the outcome costs of
similar projects. Typically, for
example in a rail project, the
comparison would result in
an upward adjustment in the
forecast of over 40% to achieve
a 50% risk of a cost overrun.
For 10% risk of an overrun, the
upward adjustment would need
to be 68%.

Over budget,
over time, under
EHQH¼WVRYHU
and over again.

So, do the recent problems
in defence procurement
warrant another dose of
EGUYMWMXMSRVIJSVQ#7MRGI
XLIWQENSVEGUYMWMXMSR
reform initiatives have taken
TPEGIIZIV]½ZIXS]IEVW
on average. At best, improved
delivery performance
has been short-lived, and
performance regresses in
line with Flyvbjerg’s Iron
Law of Project Management.
This suggests that there
are underlying issues in
the delivery of complex
projects, which no amount

OPINION

of restructuring and new
processes can overcome.
Perhaps now is the time
to pause in terms of reform
and simply apply Reference
Class Forecasting adjustments
to all major projects at the
approval stage. With budget
constraints, this would result
in fewer projects being
approved, but at least those
projects would have the
headroom in their budgets
to overcome the inevitable
risks that arise, although tight
project controls would still
be necessary. Firm leadership
would be key, but, if applied
properly, there would be a
50% chance that the project is
delivered under budget. And
that would be something to
write home about. Q

Stuart Young is an
experienced procurement
professional with over 30
years’ experience in the United
Kingdom’s Royal Navy and
Ministry of Defence, including
operational roles at sea
and management of major
international collaborative
programmes with the US and
French navies. After leaving the
6S]EP2EZ]LINSMRIH'VER½IPH
University where he was head
of the Centre for Defence
Acquisition with responsibility
for delivering MSc and executive
development courses and
undertaking associated research
in this key area. He is currently an
independent consultant, teaching
a range of higher education
courses at the University of
;EV[MGOERH'VER½IPH9RMZIVWMX]
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THINK

BIG

START

Andrea Hough, cochair of the UK Defence
Suppliers Forum SME
Working Group shares
her experiences of what
it’s like to work as a
small and medium-sized
enterprise within UK
defence, and the changes
that are needed to make
defence seem like less of
a closed shop for SMEs.
By Anita Hawser

SMALL
F

VSQ½XXMRK[EVWLMTKEPPI]WXS
FYMPHMRKGMVGYMXFSEVHWWQEPP
FYWMRIWWIWEVISJXIRHIWGVMFIH
EWE±ZMXEPGSK²MRHIJIRGIWYTTP]GLEMRW
±8LI]FVMRKMRRSZEXMSRYRMUYII\TIVXMWI
ERHEGSQTIXMXMZIIHKIXSXLIHIJIRGI
MRHYWXV]²+EZMR;MPPMEQWSRJSVQIV
9/(IJIRGI7IGVIXEV]WXEXIHMR
LMKLPMKLXMRKXLIOI]VSPI71)WLEZITPE]IH
MRTVSNIGXWWYGLEWXLI*0MKLXIRMRK--
WXIEPXLNIXWERHXLI5YIIR)PM^EFIXL'PEWW
EMVGVEJXGEVVMIVW1SVIXLER&VMXMWL
71)WWYTTSVXIHXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJ

,YRHVIHWSJ9/71)WWYTTSVXIHXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJ
XLI6S]EP2EZ] WRI[XSRRIEMVGVEJXGEVVMIV
HMS Queen Elizabeth (Photo: MoD/Crown Copyright)
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There is currently no easy way for an
SME wanting to move into defence
or win additional defence work to
¼QGWKHULJKWSHUVRQLQWKHVHODUJH
FRPSOLFDWHGRUJDQLVDWLRQV

71)WEVIWYTTP]MRKXLIZEWXQENSVMX]SJ
GSQTSRIRXWXS1S(TVSKVEQQIWWYGLEW
XLI&S\IV1-: Photo: MoD/Crown Copyright)

XLI6S]EP2EZ]´WX[SRI[XSRRI
EMVGVEJXGEVVMIVWERHXLIKPSFEPWYTTP]
GLEMRXLEXWYWXEMRW0SGOLIIH1EVXMR´W
½JXLKIRIVEXMSR½KLXIVNIXGSRWMWXWSJ
QSVIXLERPEVKIWQEPPHSQIWXMGERH
MRXIVREXMSREPWYTTPMIVWEGVSWWQSVIXLER
GSYRXVMIW
71)WEVIEPWSWYTTP]MRKXLIZEWX
QENSVMX]SJGSQTSRIRXWJSVXLI9/´W
FMPPMSR&S\IV1-:TVSKVEQQI[LMGL
JIEXYVIWEVIUYMVIQIRXXSWSYVGI 
F]ZEPYISJXLIGSRXVEGXJVSQ[MXLMRXLI
9/XSTVSXIGXWSZIVIMKRIRKMRIIVMRKERH
QERYJEGXYVMRKWOMPPWERHIRWYVIXLEXXLI

ZILMGPIWGERFIWYTTSVXIHXLVSYKLXLIMV
]IEVSTIVEXMSREPPMJI±8LIFIPMIJMW
XLEX9/71)WEVIEFPIXSFIWYJ½GMIRXP]
¾I\MFPIXSTVSHYGIXLIVIPEXMZIUYERXMXMIW
SJWTIGMEPMWXGSQTSRIRXWXSXLIZIV]
I\EGXMRKVIUYMVIQIRXWRIIHIHJSVXLMW
TVSKVEQQI²WE]W;*)0[LMGLMWEOI]
WYFGSRXVEGXTEVXRIVMRXLI9/&S\IV
TVSKVEQQIEPSRKWMHI6LIMRQIXEPP&%)
7]WXIQW0ERH 6&70 
&YX[LMPIQER][MXLMRHIJIRGI
GLEQTMSRXLIMRRSZEXMSRERHEKMPMX]
HIPMZIVIHF]71)W[MRRMRKFYWMRIWW
MWRSXEWWXVEMKLXJSV[EVHJSVWQEPPIV
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GSQTERMIWEWXLILIEHPMRIWQE]WYKKIWX
WE]W%RHVIE,SYKLGSGLEMVSJXLI9/
(IJIRGI7YTTPMIVW*SVYQ71);SVOMRK
+VSYTERHGLEMVSJ1ERGLIWXIVFEWIH
%XIG)RKMRIIVMRK7SPYXMSRW[LMGL
HIWMKRWQERYJEGXYVIWERHVITEMVW
GSQTPI\IPIGXVSRMGERHIPIGXVS
QIGLERMGEPIUYMTQIRXJSVXLIEIVSWTEGI
ERHHIJIRGIWIGXSVW
±(IJIRGIGERSJXIRWIIQPMOIEGPSWIH
WLST²WLIWE]W±-REPSXSJXLIFMKXMGOIX
HIJIRGITVSKVEQQIWMXSJXIRJIIPW
PMOIXLITVMQIWOIITXLIFIWXFMXWJSV
XLIQWIPZIWERHKMZIXLIVIWXXS71)W
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RYQFIVSJTSXIRXMEP71)WYTTPMIVW[IVI
MHIRXM½IHERHMRZMXIHXSERMRMXMEP3TIR
(E]EX;*)0[LIVIXLI][IVIKMZIRXLI
STTSVXYRMX]XSWIIE&S\IVZILMGPISRWMXI
ERHXSWTIEO[MXLVITVIWIRXEXMZIWJVSQ
(IJIRGI)UYMTQIRXERH7YTTSVX () 7 
XLI9/1S(´WTVSGYVIQIRXSVKERMWEXMSR
7MRGIXLIRJYVXLIVMRHYWXV]IZIRXWLEZI
XEOIRTPEGIEVSYRHXLI9/8LIWYF
GSRXVEGX[MXL;*)0XSQERYJEGXYVI
XLIWIZILMGPIWMRXLI9/VIUYMVIWMRHITXL
ERHWYFWXERXMEPXVERWJIVSJWSTLMWXMGEXIH
XIGLRSPSK]JVSQ+IVQER]E;*)0
WTSOIWTIVWSRI\TPEMRIH%WXLIHIXEMPIH
XIGLRMGEPVIUYMVIQIRXWJSVXLI9/
WTIGM½GZIVWMSRWSJXLI&S\IVLEZIFIIR
JYVXLIVVI½RIHHYVMRK(IWMKR6IZMI[W
XLIVILEWFIIRJYVXLIVWYFWIUYIRX
IZEPYEXMSRERHUYEPM½GEXMSRXS½RH
WYMXEFPI71)WEFPIXSQIIXXLIVMKSVSYW
QERYJEGXYVMRKERHUYEPMX]GVMXIVME
VIUYMVIHXSEFWSPYXIP]IRWYVIUYEPMX]SJ
TVSHYGXMSRMWQEMRXEMRIHEWTEVXSJXLMW
XIGLRSPSK]XVERWJIVTVSGIWW

HOW CAN SMES BREAK
INTO DEFENCE?
,S[IZIVXLMWX]TISJHMVIGXIRKEKIQIRX
[MXL71)WLMKLPMKLXIHMRTVSKVEQQIW
PMOIXLI&S\IV1-:WIIQWXSFIXLI
I\GITXMSRVEXLIVXLERXLIRSVQ%GGSVHMRK
XSE]IEVPSRKWXYH]GSRHYGXIHF]6ERH

-X´WRSXRIGIWWEVMP]XLIQSWXTVS½XEFPI
[SVOERHWSQISJXLIWITVSKVEQQIWVYR
JSV]IEVWWSEX[LEXWXEKIHS[IKIX
MRZSPZIH#²,IVGSQTER][EWVIGIRXP]
E[EVHIHEWYFGSRXVEGXMRKSTTSVXYRMX]
[MXL6&70XSTVSZMHIIPIGXVSRMGWYF
W]WXIQWJSVXLI&S\IVFYX,SYKLWE]WMX
XSSOQSRXLWNYWXXSKIXXSXLEXWXEKI
%WEOI]WYFGSRXVEGXTEVXRIVMRXLI
9/&S\IV4VSKVEQQI;*)0WE]WEVSYRH
X[S]IEVWEKSWLSVXP]EJXIVXLIGSRXVEGX
[EWWMKRIHFIX[IIRXLI9/1MRMWXV]
SJ(IJIRGI 1S( ERHXLI%68)'
GSRWSVMXYQ[LMGLQEOIWXLIZILMGPIE

)YVSTIERHGSQQMWWMSRIHF]XLI9/
1S([LMGLPSSOIHEXFEVVMIVWXLEXPMQMX
XLITVSHYGXMZMXMX]ERHGSQTIXMXMZIRIWW
SJ9/HIJIRGIWYTTP]GLEMRWSRISJXLI
QEMR½RHMRKWSJXLIWXYH][EWXLEX71)W
ERHQMHXMIVWYTTPMIVWVITSVXHMJ½GYPXMIW
EGGIWWMRKERHIRKEKMRK[MXLFSXLXSTXMIV
WYTTPMIVWERHXLI1S(±8LIWIMRGPYHI
QEVOIXMRKXLIMVFYWMRIWWIWERHTVSHYGX
SJJIVMRKWXSTVMQIWEW[IPPEWPMQMXIH
STTSVXYRMXMIWXSMRXIVJEGIHMVIGXP][MXL
XLI1S(²6ERH)YVSTI[VSXIMRMXW.YP]
VITSVXFEWIHSRXLIWXYH]´W½RHMRKW
±,S[HS71)WXLEX[ERXXSFVIEOMRXS
HIJIRGI½RHSYX[LIVIXSKS²WE]W,SYKL
±ERHSRGI]SY½RHXLEXMRJSVQEXMSRMWMX
EWXERHEVHWIXSJVIUYMVIQIRXW;IHSR´X
[ERXXS½RH[IRIIHXS½PPMRWSQIXLMRK
HMJJIVIRXJSV0ISREVHSSV&%)7]WXIQW
;I[ERXEGSQQSRWIXSJFMHGVMXIVME
EGVSWWEPPSJXLITVMQIW²
6IGSKRM^MRKXLIRIIHXSHSQSVIXS
IRKEKIHMVIGXP][MXL71)WMR.ERYEV]
XLMW]IEVXLI9/1MRMWXV]SJ(IJIRGI
TYFPMWLIHMXWWIGSRH71)%GXMSR4PER
-XWIXWSYXLS[XLI1S([MPPJYVXLIV
MQTVSZIMXWIRKEKIQIRX[MXL71)W
8LITPER[MPPJSGYWSR±TVSGYVIQIRX
QSHIPWXLEXEVIIEWMIVXSREZMKEXI²
WEMH1MRMWXIVJSV(IJIRGI4VSGYVIQIRX
.IVIQ]5YMRERHXLEXKMZI71)W±EJEMV
STTSVXYRMX]XSGSRXVMFYXIXS9/HIJIRGI

Source: The UK MoD's Defence SME Action Plan January 2022
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and security.” Since the publication of its
2019 SME Action Plan, the MoD said it
had implemented a range of measures,
including setting up the SME Working
Group, which Hough co-chairs, making
STTSVXYRMXMIWIEWMIVXS½RHJSV71)WEW
part of its early engagement strategy, and
requiring suppliers of major contracts to
advertise sub-contracting opportunities on
the Defence Sourcing Portal (DSP).
Quin stated that SMEs are vital to
sustaining the UK’s battle-winning edge,
yet most of the MoD’s spending with
SMEs is indirect — via Tier 1 primes or
other companies. Indirect spend with
SMEs in 2019/2020 was £3.4 billion, up
from £3.2 billion in 2018/2019. Direct
spend with SMEs increased from £775
million in 2018/2019 to approximately £1.1
billion from 2019/2020. By this year, the
MoD’s target is for 25% of its total spend
(direct and indirect) to go to small and
mid-sized companies, which doesn’t seem
that ambitious compared with the US
(ITEVQIRXSJ(IJIRWI[LMGLMR½WGEP]IEV
2019, awarded more than $75 billion in
prime contracts to small businesses, which
make up 67% of total contracts awarded
by the department.
The latest MoD SME Action Plan also
GSRXEMRWXLI½RHMRKWSJE71)*MRKIVSR
XLI4YPWI *384 WIRXMQIRXWYVZI][LMGL
gathered companies' views on the MoD’s
and defence prime’s performance. Hough
WE]WXLI½RHMRKW±LMXLEVH²EXFSXLXLI
MoD and its 19 strategic defence suppliers.
The overall score for the MoD was 43.8,
and 44.8 for primes, whereas a 'good’
result is expected to be in the region of 60
or 70. Primes scored lowest in areas such
as promoting SME champions within their
business, measurement and auditing and
early market engagement.
Hough says the output of the survey
will inform the different workstreams
%GGIWWXS3TTSVXYRMXMIW1IEWYVIW 
8VERWTEVIRG]ERH*VEQI[SVOW FIMRKWIX
YTF]XLI(IJIRGI7YTTPMIVW*SVYQ71)
;SVOMRK+VSYT±%WSZIV SJHIJIRGI
spend to the UK’s SMEs is through the

MoD’s 19 strategic suppliers it is critical
that we work together to improve
access to those opportunities directly by
developing the SME Champion role within
those strategic suppliers,” she says.
The SME Working Group plans to
develop visible SME engagement strategies
such as removing barriers to entry; meet
XLIFY]IV 1S('SQQIVGMEPSJ½GIVW
days; workshops; more extensive use by
suppliers of the MoD Defence Suppliers
Portal for opportunities; the use of
social media; on-time payment via the
MoD’s Prompt Payment scheme; terms
and conditions that are ‘appropriate and
proportionate’ to the size of the contract
and SME.

A CONFUSING LANDSCAPE
To highlight the challenges SMEs
face, Hough shared some of her recent
experiences at Atec Engineering
Solutions, which works with several
defence primes, both in the UK and
globally, and has long-term agreements in
place with Boeing Defence UK in support
SJXLI'LMRSSO¾IIX
Her company is currently bidding on
several contracts directly with a number
of the MoD’s strategic suppliers and
some mid-tier suppliers. Each contract,
WLII\TPEMRWLEWMXWS[RWIXSJ8 'W
including differing payment terms, even
though some of these companies are
signed up to the MoD’s Prompt Payment
Code. They also have different conditions
of entry, although some are members
SJ.37'%6XLI.SMRX7YTTP]'LEMR
%GGVIHMXEXMSR6IKMWXIV
±3RP]SRISJXLISTTSVXYRMXMIWLEWFIIR
advertised on the MoD’s Defence Suppliers
4SVXEP²WE]W,SYKL±IZIRXLSYKLXLI]
are all above the minimum value level
when opportunities are expected to
be advertised through the DSP.” Three
of the contracting opportunities also
MRGPYHI±WSGMEPZEPYI²UYIWXMSRW°EPPSJ
which have different requirements and
QIEWYVIQIRXW±8LMWMWXLIGSQTPMGEXIH
and confusing landscape which a UK
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%RHVIE,SYKLGSGLEMVSJXLI(7*71)
Working Group

SME must navigate to bid for defence
STTSVXYRMXMIW²,SYKLI\TPEMRW±8LIVIMW
currently no easy way for an SME wanting
to move into defence or win additional
HIJIRGI[SVOXS½RHXLIVMKLXTIVWSRMR
these large, complicated organisations.”
Many SMEs may not have established
contacts within the key defence suppliers,
says Hough, or the internal resources
to review and manage the complicated
ERHZEVMIH8 'WWSQISJ[LMGLGERFI
particularly onerous and unaffordable.
Based on the work of BAE System’s SME
champion, which recently surveyed their
SME community, Hough said the SME
Working Group will use that feedback to
sign post good practice, and encourage
other key suppliers in the defence supply
chain to do likewise.
She believes there is a real commitment
on the part of the MoD’s procurement
team to change behaviours to ensure
that a diverse and sustainable UK
HIJIRGIWYTTP]GLEMRMWHIZIPSTIH±3YV
aim, through the Action Plan and the
work of the SME Working Group, is to
ensure that we remove the unnecessary
barriers to SMEs fully participating in the
advanced, sustainable and world-beating
defence industry that we want to develop
for the UK.” Q

MARITIME
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powerin the
grab
indo-paciﬁc
China now boasts the largest navy in the
world. So how did it come to rule the
waves and how are other navies
responding?
By Tayfun Ozberk

USS America, an amphibious assault ship of the United States Navy forming up behind HMS Queen Elizabeth and in front of
the rest of the Carrier Strike Group ready for a Cheer Ship to JS Ise, a Hyuga-class helicopter destroyer of the Japan Maritime
Self-Defense Force (UK MOD Crown Copyright 2021)
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I

n recent decades, China has made
WMKRM½GERXWXVMHIWXS[EVHFIGSQMRK
EKPSFEPTS[IV8LIQSWXMQTSVXERX
markers of this trend are the strength of
its naval force and the country’s economic
capacity to sustain the expansion of the
4ISTPI W0MFIVEXMSR%VQ]2EZ] 40%2 
*SPPS[MRKMXWWYFWXERXMEPMRZIWXQIRXMR
MXWREZ]'LMRERS[FSEWXWXLIPEVKIWX
REZ]MRXLI[SVPHMRXIVQWSJXSXEP
RYQFIVSJZIWWIPW[LMGLRYQFIVEVSYRH
355, according to the US Department of
Defense’s latest China military report
TYFPMWLIHMR.ERYEV]8LEXRYQFIV
is expected to increase to 460 vessels
F]
8LI40%2LEWERSZIVEPPFEXXPIJSVGISJ
approximately 350 ships and submarines
including more than 130 major surface
GSQFEXERXW-RGSQTEVMWSRXLI972EZ]´W
battle force included 293 ships as of
IEVP]'LMREEPWSFSEWXWXLIPEVKIWX
GSEWXKYEVHERHEWMKRM½GERXQEVMXMQI
QMPMXME%GGSVHMRKXS2MGO'LMPHW7IRMSV
*IPPS[JSV2EZEP*SVGIWERH1EVMXMQI
Security at IISS, the US Navy still holds
considerable advantage in principal surface
GSQFEXERXW,S[IZIV'LMRE´WFMKKIWX
advantages over the US is in patrol and
GSEWXEPGSQFEXERXWERHFIPS[±'LMRIWI
shipyards are also outstripping US ones
in terms of tonnage of naval vessels, as
XLI97KVETTPIW[MXLMXWJYXYVI¾IIXQM\
including uninhabited vessels to make up
RYQFIVW²LIWE]W
In addition to its maritime supremacy,
'LMRELEWTVSZMHIHEWMKRM½GERXHIXIVVIRX
MRXLI%WME4EGM½GVIKMSRSZIVXLIPEWX
HIGEHI[MXLEMVWYVJEGIERHYRHIV[EXIV

WYVZIMPPERGIW]WXIQWEW[IPPEWFEPPMWXMG
missiles such as the the Dong-Feng DF-21D,
and DF-26 it developed as a direct threat to
EMVGVEJXGEVVMIVXEWOKVSYTW'LMRE´WIJ½GMIRX
A2/AD (Anti Access – Area Denial) in
XLI%4%'VIKMSR[LMGLMWGSRWMHIVIHXLI
[SVPH´WWXVEXIKMGLIEVXWXERHWEWEFPMROMRK
exclamation mark for the US and other
GSYRXVMIW´REZEPEQFMXMSRW
According to US Congressional reports,
China’s military modernisation effort is
RS[XLIXSTTVMSVMX]SJ97HIJIRGITPERRMRK
and budgeting as the PLAN is seen as a
WMKRM½GERXXLVIEXXSXLI972EZ]´WEFMPMX]XS
EGLMIZIERHQEMRXEMRGSRXVSPSJFPYI[EXIV
SGIEREVIEWMRXLI;IWXIVR4EGM½G
Despite the fact that the number of
surface assets including large combatants,
carriers, destroyers and frigates, are
KVS[MRKEGGSVHMRKXSXLI97(ITEVXQIRX
of Defense, China’s submarine force is
KVS[MRKWPS[P]FYXWMKRM½GERXP]QSVI
capable submarines are replacing older
YRMXW8LI973J½GISJ2EZEP-RXIPPMKIRGI
foresees that China’s submarine force
[MPPMRGVIEWIJVSQFSEXW°JSYV
Submersible Ship Ballistic Missile Nuclears
(SSBNs), seven Submersible Ship Nuclear
(SSNs), and 55 Submersible Ship (SSs) in
°XSFSEXW 77&2W772W
ERH77W F]

PLAN GROWTH RESHAPES
OPPOSITION NAVIES
8LIVIMWRSUYIWXMSRXLEX'LMRE´W
KVS[MRKQEVMXMQITS[IVVIUYMVIWXLI97
to deploy a considerable part of its Navy
in the APAC region, thereby incurring
ZEWXGSWXWERHTYXXMRKEWXVEMRSRFYHKIXW

<MEQIRMWE8]TI(HIWXVS]IVSJXLI4ISTPI W0MFIVEXMSR%VQ]2EZ]GSQQMWWMSRIHMR
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8LEXMW[L]XLI97RIIHWWXVSRKTEVXRIVW
in the region to form a ‘steel curtain’
EKEMRWX'LMRE8LIFMKKIWXXLVIEX'LMRE´W
KVS[MRKQEVMXMQITS[IVTVIWIRXWMWXS
8EM[ER%WEVIWYPXXLI97LEWERRSYRGIH
more than $23 billion in military sales to
8EM[ERWMRGI  8LIQSWXWMKRM½GERX
HIZIPSTQIRXJSV8EM[EREKEMRWXXLI40%2
MWXLIEGUYMWMXMSRSJPERHFEWIH,EVTSSR
anti-ship missiles from the US and the
commissioning of indigenously built
8YS'LMERKGPEWWGSVZIXXIW[LMGLEVI
I\TIGXIHXSTVSXIGX8EM[ERIWI)\GPYWMZI
Economic Zones from Chinese submarines
ERHWYVJEGIEWWIXW8LI97LEWWYTTSVXIH
XLIWIGSVZIXXIW[MXLIWWIRXMEP[IETSRW
and systems, including Mk-41 vertical
PEYRGLMRKW]WXIQW½VIGSRXVSPVEHEVWERH
GPSWIMR[IETSRW]WXIQW8LI97EPWS
approved the export of key technologies
XS8EM[ER´WMRHMKIRSYWWYFQEVMRI
TVSKVEQQI[LMGLMWWIXXSPEYRGLMR
7ITXIQFIV
Japan and Australia stand out as navies
in the region looking to counter the rise of
XLI40%2The Japan Maritime SelfDefense Forces (JMSDF) intend to
deploy a Hypervelocity Gliding Projectile,
SV,:+4EWERI[[IETSRMR½WGEP]IEV
2026, to prevent foes attempting to
MRZEHI.ETER´WSYXP]MRKMWPERHW.ETERMW
also developing ashore AEGIS systems
XSGSYRXIV'LMRIWIEKKVIWWMSREW[IPPEW
%IKMWIUYMTTIHWLMTWXSFYMPHE&EPPMWXMG
Missile Defense system against Chinese
QMWWMPIW8LI.17(*HIQSRWXVEXIH
WMKRM½GERXKVS[XLF]MRHMKIRSYWP]FYMPHMRK
Maya-class destroyers, Sǀryǌ-class
submarines, and gaining F-35 capability for

TYPES OF CHINESE SHIPS IN 2021 AND CHANGE FROM 2005
2021

Change from 2005 to 2021

6
+5

Ballistic missile submarines

-^YQSGPEWWGEVVMIVW[MXLXLIGSPPEFSVEXMSR
SJXLI97
AustraliaIQTS[IVIHMXW2EZ]F]
TVSGYVMRKX[S'ERFIVVEGPEWWPERHMRK
helicopter docks from Spain (Navantia),
building Hobart-class air defence
HIWXVS]IVWF]GSPPEFSVEXMRK[MXLXLI97ERH
Spain, and modernising Anzac-class frigates
[MXLRI[WIRWSVWERH[IETSRW8LI
%YWXVEPMER2EZ]´WQSWXWMKRM½GERXKVS[XL
[MPPFIXLIEGUYMWMXMSRSJ77&2WJVSQXLI
97[LMGL[EWVIGIRXP]ERRSYRGIHEWTEVX
of its AUKUS pact containment strategy
[MXLXLI97ERHXLI9/
The Republic of Korea has
primarily improved its navy through inLSYWIIJJSVXW7SYXL/SVIE´W%KIRG]JSV
Defense Development recently proposed
a plan to deter PLAN actions in the
;IWX7IE =IPPS[7IE YWMRKWLSVIFEWIH
Hyunmoo 2B anti-ship ballistic missiles
[MXLEVERKISJOMPSQIXIVW8LI]
are also constructing a Carrier Strike
+VSYT[MXLXLI':<TVSNIGXEW[IPP
as indigenous destroyers, frigates and
WYFQEVMRIW7SYXL/SVIEEPWSLSTIW
XSHMWWYEHIXLI'LMRE W2EZ][MXLMXW
,]YRQSS&'FEPPMWXMGQMWWMPIW[LMGL
GERWTERRIMKLFSYVMRKWIEW0EWX]IEVMX
TIVJSVQIHXLI½VWX70&1PEYRGLJVSQE
HMIWIPIPIGXVMGWYFQEVMRI
The Royal Malaysian Navy
SYX½XXIHMXWRI[1ELEVENE0IPEGPEWW
JVMKEXIW[MXL2EZEP7XVMOI1MWWMPIW[LMGL
are sophisticated and effective in littoral
seas due to Imaging Infrared guidance and
EVXM½GMEPMRXIPPMKIRGI
The Philippines recently agreed to
purchase a shore-based BrahMos missile
W]WXIQJVSQ&VEL1SW%IVSWTEGI;MXL
this agreement, the Philippines became the
½VWXI\TSVXGYWXSQIVERHHIQSRWXVEXIH
HIXIVVIRGIXS'LMRE

ROYAL NAVY PRESENCE IN
THE ASIA-PACIFIC
But it is not just navies in the APAC
region that are responding to China's
KVS[MRKQEVMXMQIWYTVIQEG]-RVIGIRX
decades, the UK’s position has been
determined by its membership of the EU
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and its relations with the United States
and NATO. The UK’s new foreign policy
priorities post-Brexit, which were laid out
in last year’s Integrated Defence Review
2021 [MPPJSGYWSRXLI-RHS4EGM½G
region as the UK seeks to strengthen its
economic, security, and development ties
within the world’s fastest growing region.
It is also partly focused on balancing
China in its backyard through alliances
[MXLXLI97ERHVIKMSREP-RHS4EGM½G
states like India.
8LITMZSXXSXLI-RHS4EGM½GF]XLI9/
includes increased engagement with India
ERHXLI½ZITS[IVHIJIRGIEKVIIQIRXW
(between the UK and Commonwealth
members Australia, Malaysia, New
Zealand, and Singapore). This policy
underpins the current deployment of
a new aircraft Carrier Task Group for
exercises in the region and the UK’s plan
to join the AUKUS strategic partnership
with Australia and the US.
“There is certainly a British desire to
have a more global maritime presence,

though this is not equivalent to an
approach that is in perfect lockstep
with the US,” says Dr. Sidharth Kaushal,
a research fellow at the Royal United
Services Institute (RUSI) in London. “The
Integrated Review committed the UK’s
aircraft carriers to NATO while its Indo4EGM½GJSSXTVMRXMWPMOIP]XSFIJEMVP]PMQMXIH
(two OPVs and a littoral response group).”
He also noted that the UK lacks available
QEWWMRXLI-RHS4EGM½G±8LYWEWE
matter of both policy and capability, the
UK is unlikely to join a containing alliance
vis-à-vis China. That said, it may seek to
constrain China through other means
indirectly — technological transfers and
advise and assist missions to regional
states, being a good example. AUKUS,
which can generate a locally available
submarine force capable of constraining the
PLAN without directly confronting China,
is a good example of this sort of indirect
constraining activity,” Kaushal added.
The UK wants to increase its political,
QMPMXEV]ERHIGSRSQMGMR¾YIRGIMRXLI

-RHS4EGM½GVIKMSR[MXLMXWWSJXTS[IV
elements, combined with the muscle of
the US.

BRITISH CSG DEPLOYS TO
THE REGION
After 20 years, the appointment of a
navy admiral as the British Armed Forces
'LMIJSJ7XEJJMWEGPIEVVI¾IGXMSRSJXLIJEGX
that the UK plans to increase its maritime
presence. In December 2021 at the Royal
United Services Institute, Admiral Tony
Radakin made important statements about
XLI9/´WWIGYVMX]TSPMG]MRLMW½VWXWTIIGL
as the new Chief of Staff.
“We are returning to a more
classical model of persistent inter-state
competition,” he stated. “We have the
opportunity to unlock the potential of UK
Armed Forces; to be more deployable and
more effective; to modernise; to be more
lethal; and to be more diverse. And to
become global forces for Global Britain.”
Radakin also remarked to Asia’s Nikkei
media outlet in September 2021 that the

Several Measures By Regional Navies To Address The China Threat
Taiwan

Indigenous Submarine Project
Coastal Harpoon anti-ship missile system

Japan

Ashore AEGIS Ballistic Missile Defence System
Upgrading Izumo-class carriers to carry 5th generation F-35 jets
Soryu and Taigei class AIP (Air Independent Propulsion) submarines
Hypervelocity Gliding Projectile studies
Maya-class destroyers

Australia

Hobart-class air defence destroyers
SSBN deal within the framework of the AUKUS pact
SM-6 air defence system and Tomahawk long-range TLAM purchase

South Korea

':I<TIVMQIRXEP ':< 7SYXL/SVIE´W½VWXEMVGVEJXGEVVMIV'EVVMIV
Strike Group efforts
0EYRGLMRK/70&1JVSQEHMIWIPIPIGXVMGWYFQEVMRIJSVXLI½VWXXMQI
Land-based Hyunmoo 2B anti-ship ballistic missile





Malaysia

Arming new frigates with IIR-guided Naval Strike Missile

The Philippines

Deal to procure land-based BrahMos missile system
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Japan's Izumo carrier

Artist's concept of Australia's Hobart-class
guided missile destroyers

Hyunmoo ballistic missile

MARITIME

Chinese destroyer Xining at port in Qingdao (Photo by Xinhua/Li Ziheng)

9/[MPPWXEXMSRX[SRI[TEXVSPZIWWIPWMR
XLI-RHS4EGM½GVIKMSRJSV±EXPIEWXXLIRI\X
½ZI]IEVW²EWTEVXSJTPERWF]XLI97ERHMXW
EPPMIWXSGLIGO'LMRE´WREZEPI\TERWMSR
8LI%9/97XVIEX]EW[IPPEWXLI
EGXMZMXIWSJXLIRI[5YIIR)PM^EFIXL
'EVVMIV7XVMOI+VSYT '7+ MRXLIVIKMSR
EVIXLI½VWXVIEPQERMJIWXEXMSRWSJXLMW
GSRGITX8LI&VMXMWL'7+HITPS]IHMR
XLIVIKMSRJSVWIZIRQSRXLWMR
WEMPMRKQSVIXLERREYXMGEPQMPIW
JVSQXLI9/XS.ETERERHYRHIVXEOMRKE
VERKISJEMVERHQEVMXMQISTIVEXMSRWJVSQ
XLI&PEGO7IEXSXLI4LMPMTTMRI7IE%WE
XERKMFPIHIQSRWXVEXMSRSJXLI9/´W-RHS
4EGM½GXMPXWLMTWJVSQXLI'7+GSRHYGXIH
EWIVMIWSJIRKEKIQIRXW[MXLVIKMSREP
TEVXRIVWMRGPYHMRK&VYRIM'EQFSHME
1EPE]WME7MRKETSVI7SYXL/SVIE8LEMPERH
ERH:MIXREQ8LIHITPS]QIRXSJE'7+
EW[IPPEWTIVQERIRXTEXVSPZIWWIPWMR

XLIVIKMSRERHIRKEKIQIRX[MXLVIKMSREP
EPPMIWEVISFZMSYWMRHMGEXMSRWXLEXXLI9/
KSZIVRQIRX[ERXWXSQMXMKEXI'LMRE´W
QEVMXMQIEHZERGI,S[IZIV'LMRE
1MPMXEV]XLISJ½GMEP)RKPMWLPERKYEKIRI[W
[IFWMXISJXLI'LMRIWI4ISTPI W0MFIVEXMSR
%VQ] 40% WXEXIHXLEXEGPSWIVPSSOEX
XLI¾IIXERHXLIKPSFEPZS]EKISJXLI,17
5YIIR)PM^EFIXL'7+I\TSWIWTPIRX]SJ
WMKRWSJEHIGPMRMRKIQTMVI-XTSMRXIHXS

EQENSVPIEOMRGMHIRXSRFSEVHXLI6S]EP
2EZ] WWIGSRHEMVGVEJXGEVVMIV,174VMRGI
SJ;EPIWMR3GXSFIVERHXLI*&W
SRFSEVH[MXLSRP]IMKLXJVSQXLI&VMXMWL
6S]EP%MV*SVGIERHXLIVIWXWTSRSVIHF]
XLI971EVMRI'SVTWQ

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tayfun OzberkMWEJSVQIVREZEP
SJ½GIVERHHIJIRGIEREP]WXFEWIHMR8YVOI]

FOOTNOTES
9RGPEWWM½IH32-MRJSVQEXMSRTETIVTVITEVIHJSV7IREXI%VQIH7IVZMGIW'SQQMXXIIWYFNIGX
±'LMRE2EZEP'SRWXVYGXMSR8VIRHWZMWkZMW972EZ]7LMTFYMPHMRK4PERW
LXXTW[[[FPSSQFIVKGSQRI[WEVXMGPIW½VWXEVQWWEPIXSXEM[ERF]FMHIR
EHQMRMWXVEXMSRMWETTVSZIH
LXXTW[[[KSZYOKSZIVRQIRXGSPPIGXMSRWXLIMRXIKVEXIHVIZMI[
LXXTW[[[KSZYOKSZIVRQIRXWTIIGLIWGLMIJSJXLIHIJIRGIWXEJJWTIIGLXSXLIVS]EP
YRMXIHWIVZMGIWMRWXMXYXI
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MASTERS
OF the

SEA

As the UAE Navy has grown
MRGSR½HIRGIQSZMRKJVSQ
ETEWWMZIJSVGIXSEQSVI
EGXMZIHIXIVVIRX%FY
(LEFM7LMT&YMPHMRK %(7& 
LEWEPWSKEMRIHMREQFMXMSR
HIZIPSTMRKQSVIWSTLMWXMGEXIHHIWMKRWJSVPEVKIV
ZIWWIPWWSPIP]MRLSYWI.
By Anita Hawser
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or any sea-faring nation, having
a strong navy, and a shipbuilding
industry to back it up, often go
hand in hand. Countries that rule the sea,
usually have these things in abundance,
although in the period following World
War II, many of the world’s oldest naval
shipyards fell into disrepair.
These shipyards lost competitive
advantage to newer, more modern
ones built in regions the world where
maritime trade was growing and
countries nursed ambitions to build
larger and stronger navies.
Today, China, South Korea and Japan
are among the largest shipbuilders in the
world. China not only has the largest
number of shipyards — more than 1,000
at last count — but also the largest navy,
based on total number of vessels.
But even for countries with small
navies, like the UAE, having the ability

MARITIME

Abu Dhabi Ship Building's yard in Mussafah
(Photo courtesy of ADSB)
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The UAE Navy's Arialah offshore patrol vessel at IDEX

to build ships for its navy in the UAE
carries with it a certain level of prestige
and status, and the opportunity to
contribute to the country’s economic
HMZIVWM½GEXMSRERHQEVMXMQIEQFMXMSRW
With around 3,000 personnel, the
UAE Navy hasn’t always been a top
priority for investment. The UAE Air
Force Air Defense (AFAD) receives the
lion’s share of the UAE’s total defence
procurement budget, which in 2020,
totalled $19.8 billion, or 5.6% of GDP,
followed by the land forces, Presidential
Guard, and the Navy.
Between 2010 and 2019, approximately
15%–16% of the UAEs annual defence
budget was spent on procurement with
foreign contractors. But it recognised
early on the importance of building a
local defence industrial base to reduce
its reliance on defence equipment
bought abroad.
In the early 1990s, the UAE Offsets
Group was established with a mission
to encourage foreign suppliers who
had won local defence contracts to
invest in the UAE. One such investment

saw the establishment in 1995 of Abu
Dhabi Ship Building (ADSB), the UAE’s
largest shipbuilder, which was initially
set up as a joint venture between the
Abu Dhabi government and Newport
News Shipbuilding (NNS), one of the
largest shipbuilders in the US. NNS,
which builds the US Navy’s Nimitz-class
aircraft carriers, owned a 40% stake
in ADSB, but later sold it to the UAE
government.
Today, ADSB is listed on the Abu Dhabi
Stock Exchange with approximately
half its shares in private hands, and
the balance under the control of the
EDGE Group, a conglomerate formed
in 2019 by combining more than 25 local
IRXMXMIW[MXLI\TIVXMWIEGVSWW½ZIGSVI
clusters: Platforms & Systems, Missiles
& Weapons, Cyber Defence, Electronic
Warfare & Intelligence, and Mission
Support. The EDGE Group is ranked
among the top 25 military suppliers in
the world, according to the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute. Its
ambition is to transform the UAE into a
leading provider of emerging technologies
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such as robotics, AI and advanced
propulsion systems.
Today, ADSB is considered a strategic
national asset for the UAE and operates
three main naval programmes: corvettes,
offshore patrol vessels, and fast patrol
boats. It provides vessels and ongoing
through-life support to the UAE Navy
and the Critical Infrastructure and
Coastal Protection Authority (CICPA)
and managed the region’s largest naval
shipbuilding programme for the UAE
Navy’s six Baynunah-class corvettes,
worth $820 million, and the Arialah
offshore patrol vessels. It has also built
landing craft for transporting troops and
vehicles for export customers such as
the Royal Bahrain Navy. In 2016, ADSB
was awarded a $70 million contract from
the Kuwait Ministry of Defence to build
and supply eight landing craft and highspeed protection vessels to protect its
territorial waters and maritime facilities
from threats.
The 70 m long Baynunah class corvettes
replaced the UAE Navy’s aging Ardhanaclass patrol craft built in the 1970s. The

MARITIME

corvettes were designed by Constructions
Mécaniques de Normandie (CMN) in
'LIVFSYVK*VERGI[MXLXLI½VWXZIWWIP
FYMPXMR*VERGIERHXLIVIQEMRMRK½ZI
built in the UAE by ADSB. The vessels
are used by the UAE Navy for coastal
patrol and surveillance of its territorial
waters and exclusive economic zone. The
corvettes feature a helicopter deck and
hangar and a range of air and anti-ship
weapons including, Exocet missiles from
MBDA, a 76/62mm Super Rapide Oto
Melara main gun, and four Raytheon MK56
eight-cell vertical launchers for the ESSM
surface-to-air missile. The Baynunah-

class corvettes were the Navy’s mainstay
in operations against Houthi rebels in
Yemen, where some of the vessels came
under attack from rebel missiles.
The lead vessel, called Baynunah, named
after a region in Abu Dhabi, was launched
MR8LIWM\XLERH½REP&E]RYREL
class corvette, Al Hili, was commissioned
into service with the UAE Navy in 2017.
At the time of its commissioning, Dubai’s
ruler Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al
1EOXSYQVI¾IGXIHSRXLIGSYRXV]´WVMGL
seafaring and maritime heritage. “It is a
100 percent national product and is …
proof that we have long been masters of

the sea,” he stated. “Shipbuilding was the
craft of our ancestors that will always be
an immortalised heritage and a source of
pride for successive generations.”
The vessels ADSB builds for the UAE
Navy are a far cry from the country’s
XVEHMXMSREP½WLMRKTIEVPMRKERHXVEHMRK
vessels fashioned out of palm tree trunks
and imported wood. Construction of
takes place at ADSB’s Musaffah yard. Most
of the vessels it builds for the Navy are
based on designs from naval shipbuilders
in Europe. The equipment on board —
weapons, radars, comms and sensors — is
also sourced from overseas.

An artist's impression of the Falaj-3 class
OPV, the largest contract ever awarded to
ADSB by the UAE Navy.
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At NAVDEX 2021, ADSB unveiled Fast Patrol Boats designed and built entirely in the UAE

Shipbuilding is a cyclical business, and
the last few years have been challenging
for a number of shipyards, including
ADSB, which also sustains a commercial
shipbuilding business for customers in the
oil and gas sector. However, its two main
customers are the UAE Navy and the
CICPA. With the last of the Baynunahclass corvettes delivered in 2017, 20182020 saw revenues decline as ADSB
awaited new orders. In 2020, it reported a
RIXPSWWSJQMPPMSRJSVXLI½WGEP]IEV
But in 2021, the ship builder secured its
largest order ever from the UAE Navy, a
$982 million deal for four Falaj-3 offshore
patrol vessels. The original Falaj-2 OPVs
operated by the UAE Navy, were based on
an Italian-design and were built by Etihad
shipbuilding, a joint venture between Italy’s
*MRGERXMIVMERH9%)½VQW1IPEVE1MHHPI
East and Al Fattan Ship Industry.
All four Falaj-3 OPVs, including combat
systems integration, will be built by ADSB
in Mussafah. “Our skilled team holds 25
years of diverse experience and extensive
technical know-how in executing highly
complex naval programmes, so we are
well-equipped to deliver this prestigious
project for the UAE Navy,” says David
Massey, CEO of ADSB. “The programme

commenced in late 2021 and it is
progressing on time and as planned.”
ST Engineering’s Marine business, out of
Singapore, is the design authority for the
60 m Falaj-3 OPVs, which can operate in
both littoral and blue waters and perform
a range of missions, including maritime
security and search and rescue operations.
With a low acoustic signature for stealth,
four high-power engines, which can reach
speeds of up to 26 knots, and advanced
combat management systems, sensors, and
weapons for air, surface and sub-surface
warfare, the Falaj-3 are one of the most
sophisticated platforms ever built for the
UAE Navy.
Since the commissioning of the
Baynuna-class corvettes, the UAE Navy
has harboured ambitions to move from a
passive force to an advanced deterrent.
Developing blue-water capabilities will give
it the ability to participate in operations
beyond its territorial waters, such as
counter-piracy. Athough analysts say the
Navy will need to match those ambitions
with more money spent on sustainment,
training, operations, and personnel.
Just as the UAE Navy is growing its
capabilities, so too is ADSB. Breaking
with its tradition of only building
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naval vessels, and leaving the design
to other shipbuilders, Massey says it
is changing this narrative in line with
the UAE’s vision of building sovereign
capabilities and developing partnerships
for export growth. At NAVDEX 2021,
%(7&YRZIMPIHJSVXLI½VWXXMQIMRXLI
company’s history, two vessels, a 16 m and
12 m Fast Patrol Boats, that were designed
and built entirely in the UAE. The 16m
boat was built to meet requirements for
UAE Coast Guard Forces and can feature
‘self-righting’ technology, which helps the
boat turn if it capsizes.
The 12m boat can be built from 11m
to 13m in length, according to customer
requirements. It has a payload of up to
2 tonnes, enabling it to carry a remote
weapon station or missile systems, and can
FIGSR½KYVIHXSSTIVEXIEWE9RQERRIH
Surface Vessel. Intellectual property (IP)
for both boats is wholly owned by ADSB,
with the modular design allowing for
speedy delivery within weeks instead of
months. “We are now developing more
sophisticated designs for larger vessels
both solely in-house at ADSB and with
partners where the intellectual property
MRXLI½RMWLIHHIWMKR[MPPFILIPHF]
ADSB,” says Massey. “These have already
garnered interest in the international
market, and we are in discussions with
potential customers.”
ADSB is also working to reduce supply
chain constraints for parts sourced
from outside the UAE. “The UAE in
general, and ADSB in particular, is at
the end of a very long supply chain for
certain weapon systems and key combat
management systems,” says Massey.
“Other items can be sourced locally,
and we are working with the relevant
UAE government agencies to improve
the level of import substitution and to
create local sources of supply of these
more technically sophisticated items.
However, this capacity will take some
time to build, so for now we do have
an exposure to a long supply chain,
principally from Europe.” Q

GETEFMPMX]ERHUYERXM½EFPI
advantages over an opponent
remain the benchmark. The
global appetite for advanced
IPIGXVM½IHTVSHYGXWFIMRK
developed for defence
purposes is being accelerated
by added requirements such as
EY\MPMEV]TS[IVMRGVIEWIHJYIP
IJ½GMIRG]ERHTIVJSVQERGI
improvements. In regards to
defence vehicles, there are
four areas that should be
constantly evaluated.
First, is understanding
XLIGSQQSRIPIGXVM½GEXMSR
XIVQMRSPSK]4S[IV
generation, generally of
accessories, optimizes energy
consumption by reducing fuel
usage by offering an engine
off or engine start-stop
capability to satisfy the everincreasing vehicle systems’
HIQERHJSVTS[IV
Electric hybrid propulsion is
the movement of the vehicle
YWMRKX[SSVQSVIWSYVGIWJSV
propulsion. These sources are
used either together (blended
torque) or independently.
)PIGXVMGE\PIWJSV[LIIPIH
vehicles that take advantage
of regenerative braking and
motor-inverter electric
devices for tracked vehicles
EVIX[SI\EQTPIW
Second, is appreciating the
differences in products used
for a commercial versus a
defence application. Reduced
EMV¾S[MRWMHIEVQSYVIH
vehicles often results in
challenging thermal conditions
[LMPIVSYKLXIVVEMRERHLEVWL
IRZMVSRQIRXWGLERKILS[
products must be designed and
QERYJEGXYVIH)PIGXVM½GEXMSR
system components developed
XS[MXLWXERHI\XVIQI

opinion

The
Future
Battleﬁeld Will Be
Hybrid Electriﬁed

With governments setting ambitious targets
for greenhouse gas emissions, electric or
hybrid vehicles may seem an inevitability on
JYXYVIFEXXPI½IPHW&YXIPIGXVM½GEXMSRMWRSX
EWWXVEMKLXJSV[EVHJSVHIJIRGIEWMXMWJSVXLI
commercial sector.
By Dana Pittard

he proliferation of articles
that argue for and against
XLIIPIGXVM½GEXMSRSJ
defence vehicles has created
a rich environment for candid
dialogue on innovation,
capabilities, risk and overall cost.
Unfortunately, there are
an equal number of articles
focusing on only one aspect of
IPIGXVM½GEXMSRERHLS[MX[MPP
solve multiple challenges, or
FIXLIHS[RJEPPSJER]KVSYRH
force. Both perspectives
EVI¾E[IHERHFPYV[LEX
IPIGXVM½GEXMSRGERSJJIV¯EW
[IPPEWMXWPMQMXEXMSRW

T

Some governments have
or are making policy changes
to limit greenhouse gas
IQMWWMSRWERHSJJIV½RERGMEP
incentives for companies to be
early adopters. Commercial
industry is embracing
IPIGXVM½GEXMSREWEQIERWXS
improve sustainability and
VIHYGIIQMWWMSRW[LIXLIV
XLIMRRSZEXMSR[EWGIRXIVIH
SRRI[TVSHYGXWTVSGIWWIW
or ideas.
Defence forces seek
improved performance,
FYXTVS½XEFMPMX]MWRSXXLI
VEMWSRH´IXVI¯FEXXPI½IPH
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conditions increase cost and
challenge the traditional notion
of return on investment.
Third, is the dramatic
difference in capabilities the
commercial market values and
[LEXMWZEPYIHF]EHIJIRGI
end user. Defence vehicles
transitioning to electric hybrid
propulsion value:
•Improved survivability by
limiting detection (thermal,
acoustics), and torque
blending to increase dash
speed.
•Improved lethality by
enhanced vehicle electrical
EVGLMXIGXYVIEPPS[MRK
for auto loaders, active
protection systems, or
features such as electronic
[EVJEVIGETEFMPMXMIW
•Reduced logistical burden
to extend the operational
reach of ground formations.

Even if battery
energy densities
in 2035 reach
two to three
times today’s
capability, the
energy density
advantage of fuel
likely will not be
overcome.

Fourth, are the limitations
of battery energy density
ERHFEXXPI½IPHVIGLEVKMRK

OPINION

A candid assessment of
battery technology reveals full
electric combat vehicles are
likely impractical today. We
GSRXMRYIXSPSSOEX[LEXMW
possible in the future.
Today’s innovations must
embrace electric hybrid
ZILMGPIWIUYMTTIH[MXLMRXIVREP
combustion engines. In
2021, the American National
Academies Press published
an insightful report entitled,
Powering the US Army of the
Future. It opined that, “Even
if battery energy densities in
VIEGLX[SXSXLVIIXMQIW
today’s capability, the energy
density advantage of fuel likely
[MPPRSXFISZIVGSQI²
An even more dramatic

characterisation of the
GLEPPIRKI[EWXLIEWWIWWQIRX
that a battery-based energy
storage system for the Abrams
Main Battle Tank requires
more than 20 times the
volume of fossil fuel to achieve
the same driving range.
Electric hybrid propulsion
research and development
investments by commercial
MRHYWXV][MPPGSRXMRYIXSH[EVJ
those of the defence sector
and this presents opportunities
for defence vehicles. Allison
Transmission, an electric
hybrid propulsion provider
since 2003, has invested in
its people, products and
infrastructure to accelerate
innovation and spearhead

KVS[XLMRFSXLGSQQIVGMEP
and defence products.
What is needed to transition
commercial products to
defence application are
clear-eyed assessments of
desired defence capabilities,
GSPPEFSVEXMSR[MXLMRHYWXV]
to articulate time horizons,
resource commitments and
risk sharing.
Without candid discussions,
IPIGXVM½GEXMSRERHL]FVMH
TVSTYPWMSR[MPPVIQEMRWMQTP]
a niche capability in defence
vehicles. Allison’s vision is
to be a propulsion solution
provider of choice, regardless
of propulsion type.
When the defence industry
reaches the tipping point

Pictured is Allison’s eGen Flex hybrid electric drive
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to begin broader transition
of defence vehicles to
IPIGXVM½GEXMSR%PPMWSR[MPP
stand ready to support our
global defence customers just
EW[IHSXSHE]Q
Dana Pittard is vice
president of Defence Programs
at Allison Transmission. In
2021, Allison Transmission
announced a strategic
partnership with American
Rheinmetall Vehicles (ARV) to
provide the Next-Generation
)PIGXVM½IH8VERWQMWWMSR 2+)8 
propulsion system for the Lynx
vehicle, which is in competition
for the US Army’s Optionally
Manned Fighting Vehicle
(OMFV) programme.

LAND SYSTEMS

IN FOR A SHOCK
(IWTMXIHIGEHIWSJVIWIEVGLEPPIPIGXVMGZILMGPIWSRXLIFEXXPI½IPHVIQEMRETMTIHVIEQ
JSVRS[&YXQSQIRXYQMWFYMPHMRKEVSYRHL]FVMHIPIGXVMGHVMZIERHWYWXEMREFPI
JYIPW[LMGLEVIWIIREWXLIRI\XFIWXWXITMJEVQMIWEVIXSQEOIER]TVSKVIWWXS[EVHW
VIHYGMRKKVIIRLSYWIKEWIQMWWMSRW
By Anita Hawser
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A M2A3 Bradley Fighting Vehicle during a Live Fire Exercise at Novo
Selo Training Area, Bulgaria: The Bradley is being used as the surrogate
vehicle in the Army’s efforts to prototype hybrid-electric drive (HED)
XSVIHYGI¾IIXGSWXWERHJYIPGSRWYQTXMSR US Army photo)
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V

ILMGPIIPIGXVM½GXMSRSRXLI
FEXXPI½IPHQE]WIIQPMOIEJEMVP]
VIGIRXHIZIPSTQIRXFYXJSV(V
Peter Schihl, a senior research scientist for
Ground Vehicle Propulsion and Mobility
at the US Army’s Ground Vehicle Systems
Center in Warren Michigan, it has been a
QSVIXLER]IEVQMWWMSR
Some of the earliest experiments with
electric vehicles even date back as far as
;;--FYXJSV7GLMLPMXVIEPP]FIKERMRXLI
1990s with a crude electric demonstrator
SJXLI&VEHPI]-*:JSPPS[IHF]ZILMGPIW
WYGLEWXLIMGSRMG,11;:8LIVI[EW
IZIREZMRXEKI;SVPH;EV--IPIGXVMG
tank years ago at the Center, which is
located in east Michigan, home to Motor
City and some of the biggest automotive
manufacturers such as Ford and GM,
which are investing heavily in electric
vehicles, for both the commercial and
HIJIRGIQEVOIX±;I´ZI[SVOIH[MXLXLI
big car companies, Ford, GM, Chrysler/
(EMQPIV*MEX'LV]WPIV%YXSQSFMPIW;I
can see what is coming years ahead and
pick and choose what we can include in
SYVTVSTYPWMSRW]WXIQW²WE]W7GLMLP;I
are watching very closely what they are
HSMRK;IHSR´X[ERXXSHYTPMGEXIWXYJJ²
The different prototypes the Center has
developed over the years, says Schihl, have
given them a feel for how existing military
ZILMGPIWGSYPHFIRI½XJVSQIPIGXVM½GEXMSR
“Each time we test a vehicle, we get a
FIXXIVPIZIPSJYRHIVWXERHMRK²LII\TPEMRW
±=SY´ZIKSXXSOIITTYWLMRKXLIIRZIPSTI
;IEVIHSMRKEPSXSJ[LEXMJ;LEX
LETTIRWMJ[IHSXLMWXSXLIZILMGPI#3YV
YWIVWGEVIEFSYX[EV½KLXMRKGETEFMPMXMIW
and we’re here to help them be as
IJJIGXMZIEWXLI]GERFI²
While there has been a lot of progress
in the 20 years Schihl and the Center have
FIIRJSGYWMRKSRZILMGPIIPIGXVM½GEXMSR
there are a few challenges to overcome
before all-electric military combat and
tactical vehicles can be used by war
½KLXIVWSRXLIFEXXPI½IPH
Last year, the US National Academy
of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine

(NASEM) published a paper, "Powering the
US Army of the Future," which focused
on the power needs of dismounted
WSPHMIVWERHI\MWXMRKZILMGPIW-XQEHI
JSVWSQIWSFIVMRKVIEHMRKWTIGM½GEPP]
given the Army’s ambition to achieve a
50% reduction in net greenhouse gas
(GHG) pollution by 2030, compared to
2005 levels, and to reach net-zero GHG
IQMWWMSRWF]

CHARGING IS A HUGE
CHALLENGE
The Academy concluded that: “Jet
propellant 8 (JP8), diesel, and biodiesel
(a renewable fuel) should serve as the
primary sources of power and energy
FVSYKLXXSXLIFEXXPI½IPHJSVXLI
JSVIWIIEFPIJYXYVI²-XEPWSWXEXIHXLEX±EPP
electric ground combat vehicles and tactical
supply vehicles (fully reliant on battery
energy storage versus liquid fuel) are
RSXTVEGXMGEPJSVEQENSVMX]SJFEXXPI½IPH
vehicles now, nor in the foreseeable
JYXYVI²)\TPEMRMRKXLIEGEHIQ] W½RHMRKW
John Koszewnik, one of the co-chairs of
the NASEM study, says the most attractive
XIGLRSPSKMIWSRXLIFEXXPI½IPHEVIXLSWI
that leverage the volumetric energy density
SJPMUYMHL]HVSGEVFSRJYIPW±8LMWHSIW
RSXQERHEXIXLIYWISJJSWWMPJYIPW²LI
I\TPEMRW±8LIVIEVIQYPXMTPIWYWXEMREFPI
fuels (biodiesel, synthetic fuels, sustainable
aviation fuels) under development that
would be environmentally friendly and
RSXGSQTVSQMWI[EV½KLXIVGETEFMPMXMIW
SJEMRJERXV]SVEVQSYVIHFVMKEHIXIEQ²
However, there are certainly logistical
issues associated with using multiple fuels
SRXLIFEXXPI½IPHERH2%83QIQFIV
GSYRXVMIWLEZIE±WMRKPIJYIPTSPMG]²
But, given the importance of addressing
climate change, Koszewnik says this policy
WLSYPHFIVIZMWMXIH8LIVIEVIGYVVIRXP]
WXYHMIWYRHIV[E]EXXLI4EGM½G2SVXL[IWX
National Laboratory, using sustainable
aviation fuels produced from waste and
VIRI[EFPIVIWSYVGIW
But what about electric vehicle
technologies being developed by the
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commercial car sector? Could they
be transferred to the defence realm?
The arguments used against deploying
commercial electric vehicle technology,
Koszewnik explains, typically start by
stating that lithium-ion batteries don’t
have the volumetric energy density and
KVEZMQIXVMGIRIVK]HIRWMX]VIUYMVIHXS½X
within the weight constraints of a practical
XEGXMGEPSVEVQSYVIHGSQFEXZILMGPI
“Keep in mind that an Abrams can weigh
over 70 tons and a Joint Light Tactical
:ILMGPISZIVXSRW²LIWE]W±5YMXI
EHMJJIVIRGIXSETSYRH8IWPE7²

LAND SYSTEMS

But the energy density of batteries is not
XLIQSWXWMKRM½GERXGSRWXVEMRXMXWIIQW
“There is simply no way to provide an
adequate power source to recharge a fully
IPIGXVMGGSQFEXZILMGPIMREFEXXPI½IPH
IRZMVSRQIRX²/SW^I[RMOEWWIVXW±2SX
even Project Pele (mobile nuclear power
TPERXW [MPPQIIXXLIRIIHWSJXLI%VQ]²
John Szafranski, Division Chief for
:ILMGPI)PIGXVM½GEXMSREXXLI97%VQ]
Ground Vehicle Systems Center,
acknowledges there are some unique
challenges for military vehicles compared
[MXLGSQQIVGMEPZILMGPIW±=SYRIIHXS

PSSOEXXLIQMWWMSRTVS½PISJXLIZILMGPI²
LII\TPEMRW±1MPMXEV]ZILMGPIWRIIHQSVI
energy for equipment, more range and
WTEGI&YXFEXXIVMIW[MXLWYJ½GMIRXP]
LMKLIRIVK]HIRWMX]HSR XVIEPP]I\MWX
XSHE]-REHHMXMSR[IGER XYWIEGLEVKMRK
infrastructure connected to the grid
as most military vehicles operate in
environments where there is no grid or
QSFMPIGLEVKMRKMRJVEWXVYGXYVIMRTPEGI
'LEVKMRKMWELYKIGLEPPIRKI²2%7)1 W
analysis showed that each Joint Light
Tactical Vehicle would require roughly
E1;TS[IVWSYVGIXSVIGLEVKI

&%)7]WXIQWMWMRXIKVEXMRK,)(MRXSXLI&VEHPI]1%-*:
YRHIVE97%VQ]GSRXVEGX Copyright: BAE Systems)
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[MXLMRQMRYXIW±,EVHP]TVEGXMGEP[LIR
an ABCT [Armoured Brigade Combat
Team] may have 30 or more Abrams and
a comparable number of other supporting
EVQSYVIHKVSYRHGSQFEXZILMGPIW²MX
SFWIVZIH±*YPP]IPIGXVMGQERRIHZILMGPIW
[MPPRSXPMOIP]FITVEGXMGEPMRER]FEXXPI½IPH
application at least through the year
²WE]W/SW^I[RMO
Schihl says the military inherently has
ERMR½RMXIRYQFIVSJHYX]G]GPIWXLEX
includes performance under extreme
GSRHMXMSRWEWQEPPTIVGIRXEKISJXLIXMQI
They also need excellent off-road mobility,
FYXXLI]EPWSRIIHXSGSRWIVZIJYIP±-X
MWEFEPERGMRKEGX²LIWE]W-REHHMXMSRXS
aspects such as battery energy density,
temperature is important, says Schihl,
WTIGM½GEPP]MJIPIGXVMGHVMZIMW½XXIHXS
EZILMGPIYRHIVEVQSYV±=SY´ZIKSXXS
make sure to properly thermally manage
XLIW]WXIQ²LII\TPEMRW±;IYRHIVWXERH
XLEXIZIV]XLMRKMWEXVEHISJJ&YXSYVNSF
is to foresee some of the problems we
may encounter, for example, integration
issues, high temperature issues, high
energy storage issues, high power density

LAND SYSTEMS

Fully electric manned
vehicles will not likely
be practical in any
EDWWOH¼HOGDSSOLFDWLRQ
at least through the
year 2035.

8LI9/MWMRZIWXMRKQMPPMSRXSHIZIPST,)(TVSXSX]TIWSJXLI1%27:*S\LSYRHERH.EGOEPZILMGPIW MoD/Crown Copyright)

GLEPPIRKIW8LIWIEVIEPPEFMKHIEP[LIR
]SY´VIPSSOMRKEXIPIGXVM½GEXMSRSJGSQFEX
ZILMGPIW²
-HIEPP]7GLMLP[SYPHPMOIXLIWQEPPIWX
propulsion system to deliver the most
TS[IV±;I[ERXXSLERHPIERMR½RMXI
number of duty cycles and we want the
propulsion system to be as big as my hand
ERH[SVOSREXSRRIZILMGPI;I
need to thermally manage it to withstand
XIQTIVEXYVIWMRXLI%VGXMGERHMRXLIHIWIVX
-X´WKSXXSFITS[IVHIRWIEWEPPZILMGPI
systems will need to run off it and we have
ZSPYQIPMQMXEXMSRWMRSYVGSQFEXZILMGPIW
From an R&D perspective, we need to look
EXLS[[IQEOIXLEX[SVO[LMGLMWR´XIEW]²
And these challenges are primarily focused
on tracked combat vehicles — trucks and
construction equipment vehicles are a whole
SXLIVWXSV]LIEHHW

Some initial applications where allelectric could bring huge benefits, says
Szafranski, is silent watch or scouting
QMWWMSRW%PPIPIGXVMGQE]EPWSQEOI
sense for unmanned or robotic ground
vehicles, which require a certain
EQSYRXSJSRFSEVHTS[IV±-XQEOIW
sense for a lot of those applications
to have some sort of electric drive
system, depending how much area they
have under armour and their mission
SFNIGXMZIW²/SW^I[RMOWE]WEPPIPIGXVMG
vehicles should be deployed wherever
they don’t compromise warfighting
GETEFMPMXMIW8LIMVYWISRRSRXEGXMGEP
vehicles at secure operation bases as
outlined in the Army’s Climate Change
WXVEXIK]MWETTVSTVMEXIERHTVYHIRX
“There are likely going to continue to
be selected applications, such as small
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unmanned aerial vehicles and unmanned
ground vehicles, where battery use is
TVEGXMGEP²LIWE]W
The use of unmanned ground
vehicles that essentially serve as “mule
ZILMGPIW²VIHYGMRKXLIPSEHWGEVVMIHF]
dismounted soldiers, may be one such
ETTPMGEXMSR,S[IZIV[LIRXLI97
Marine Corp evaluated using Boston
(]REQMGW ±&MK(SK²9+:JSVXLMW
purpose, Koszewnik says they found
that batteries did not have adequate
GEVV]MRKGETEGMX]ERHVERKI8LI]EPWS
discovered that internal combustion
IRKMRIW[IVIXSSPSYH-RMXWWXYH]
NASEM argues that powering these
UGVs with solid oxide fuel cells using
liquid hydrocarbon fuels would avoid
the carrying capacity, range, and noise
MWWYIW

LAND SYSTEMS

HYBRID-ELECTRIC IS THE
EASIEST NEXT STEP
While all-electric may be some way
off in the future, a consensus appears
to be building around hybrid-electric
drive (HED), which combines internal
combustion engines, gas turbine engines,
generators, power electronics and battery
WXSVEKIXSHIPMZIVQER]SJXLIFIRI½XW
SJIPIGXVM½GEXMSR[MXLSYXXLIGSRWXVEMRXW
SJEPPIPIGXVMG7SQISJXLSWIFIRI½XW
include:
•
3TIVEXMSREPIRHYVERGIMQTVSZIHJYIP
IJ½GMIRG]
•
3RFSEVHTS[IVJSVSTIVEXMRK
Directed Energy Weapons, sensors,
SVIZIR½IPHLSWTMXEPW
•
7MPIRX[EXGLWMPIRXQSFMPMX]
“Anti-idle technology, and the improved
lifecycle of lithium-ion batteries can

eliminate engine idle run time by 75%,
which means vehicles consume up to
 PIWWJYIP[LMGLMWEUYMGO[MR²
WE]W7^EJVERWOM/SW^I[RMOWE]WL]FVMHW
represent an excellent choice because
they increase the vehicle’s range, reduce
its fuel consumption (thereby reducing
the number of supply trucks needed for
a given mission), increase the vehicle’s
acceleration, all while offering silent watch
ERHPMQMXIHWMPIRXQSFMPMX]GETEFMPMX]
“Perhaps plug-in hybrids might be even
FIXXIV²LIEHHW±EPPS[MRKXLIZILMGPIW
to use electric power from the grid for
limited distance excursions when not in
combat while maintaining the capability to
burn liquid hydrocarbons when needed to
IREFPIQSVIHMWXERXHIWXMREXMSRW²
-REQMPPMSRGSRXVEGX[EW
awarded to BAE Systems to rapidly

prototype hybrid-electric drives into
ER%VQ]GSQFEXZILMGPI&%)7]WXIQW
[MPPHIPMZIVX[SZILMGPIWVIXVS½XXIH
[MXL,)(8LI,)([MPPGSRWMWXSJER
upgraded engine, a transmission replaced
by an electric drive motor, and the
addition of lithium-ion batteries, which
turns engine power into electricity for
greater mobility and operating additional
SRFSEVHIUYMTQIRX
The UK Ministry of Defence is investing
£7 million to develop hybrid-electric drive
prototypes of the MAN SV Foxhound
ERH.EGOEPZILMGPIW±-XQIERW[I[MPPFI
able to drive to places that we are not
currently able to go to because the diesel
IRKMRIWMQTP][SYPHR´XLEZIXLITS[IV²
said Lieutenant Colonel Ed Sutthery, a
7IRMSV7XEJJ3J½GIV[SVOMRKMR-RRSZEXMSR
6IWIEVGLERH)\TIVMQIRXEXMSR±8EGXMGEPP]

PRIOR ARMY BATTERY ELECTRIC VEHICLE TANK STUDIES
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announced they had developed a new
hybrid-electric HMMWV (High-Mobility
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle) concept
using fully interactive and immersive
:MVXYEP6IEPMX]QSHIPW9REFPIXSFYMPHE
physical vehicle prototype due to Covid-19
restrictions, the two companies used the
collaboration tools to demonstrate how
5MRIXM5´WIPIGXVMGHVMZIXIGLRSPSK]GSYPH
be integrated with minimal disruption to
XLIZILMGPI
±:6MWXLI½VWXWXITMRNSMRMRK
engineering teams up and being able
XSZMWYEPMWIXLMRKW²I\TPEMRW.EQIW
Bambrough, head of Concepts and
7IVZMGIWEX5MRIXM5±8LIFIRI½XSJ:6
and simulation is that you can change the
FSH]SJXLIZILMGPIGSR½KYVIMXHMJJIVIRXP]
to see what impact it has and understand
how each technology relates to one
ERSXLIV²&SXLGSQTERMIWTPERXSFYMPHE
physical prototype of a HED HMMWV in
XLIRI\XQSRXLW
Advances in battery safety and
performance also show promise for
defence, says Ross Crowther, commercial
QEREKIVJSVHIJIRGIEX,36-&%1-6%
±0MXMXEREXIS\MHI 083 
battery cells could provide
a solution to the challenges
faced by defence with existing
0MXLMYQMSRFEXXIVMIW8LI]
have a longer lifespan,
enhanced safety, faster
charging, wider operating
temperature range and better
PSRKXIVQTIVJSVQERGI²
3RISJXLIFIRI½XWSJ
replacing 12 V lead acid
FEXXIVMIW[MXL083FEXXIVMIW
says Dunnett, is that you don’t
need to carry loads of leadacid batteries around, which
PMKLXIRWXLIPSKMWMXMGWPSEH
“The military need to
PSSOEXXLIFIRI½XWSJ
,)(LSPMWXMGEPP]²LIWE]W
“Ultimately, we need to reduce
'3IQMWWMSRWEWXLIVIMWRS
4PER&²Q
There is no way to provide an adequate power source to recharge a fully electric combat vehicle in
EFEXXPI½IPHIRZMVSRQIRX (Photo by US Army)

this will give us greater freedom of
manoeuvre and we will be able to go to
TPEGIWXLIIRIQ][SYPHR´XI\TIGX
Simon Dunnett, solution manager for
TVSTYPWMSREX,36-&%1-6%WE]W,)(
is the easiest next step for the military,
FYXRSXRIGIWWEVMP]XLIIRHKSEP8LI9/
automotive engineering company was
recently awarded a £3 million contract
from the UK Ministry of Defence’s
Future Capability Group to resupply
frontline forces using unmanned air and
KVSYRHZILMGPIW3RISJXLI9+:WYWIH
MRXLITVSNIGXMWXLI:-/-2+WM\[LIIP
unmanned ground vehicle, developed by
,36-&%1-6%[LMGLMWTS[IVIHF]E
diesel-electric parallel hybrid powertrain,
which delivers 30 km of electric range
and a total range of over 250km
HITIRHMRKSRXIVVEMR
“Defence needs to go after low hanging
JVYMXTVSXIGXIHQSFMPMX]PSKMWXMGW¾IIXW
then look at the heavier vehicles as battery
XIGLRSPSK]MQTVSZIW²WE]W(YRRIXX8LI]
also need to look at carbon emissions
across the board, he argues, not just in
combat vehicles, but also in vehicles used

EGVSWWHMJJIVIRXQMPMXEV]FEWIW±-XMWEFSYX
GLSTTMRKE[E]EXHMJJIVIRXXLMRKW%WXLI
technologies evolve, it is becoming more
TSWWMFPIXSHSXLEX²
Dunnett says even for some of the
larger diesel tracked vehicles, hybridelectric drive is starting to reach the
VIEPQWSJTPEYWMFMPMX]&YXLIWE]WXLI
military is going to need an “ammo box
SJWMPZIVFYPPIXW²RSXESRIWM^I½XW
all approach to address a multitude of
HMJJIVIRXRIIHW8LEXQIERWGSQFMRMRK
different power sources: diesel and
battery, fuel cell and battery, or even
RYGPIEVERHFEXXIV]%RH[MXLXLILIPT
of virtual simulation, Dunnett says it is
much easier to explore many different
combinations of power sources, driveline
architectures and battery cells to see how
XLI][SVOXSKIXLIVMRHMJJIVIRXYWIGEWIW
“We can simulate what happens when
we put these different systems together,
and the different types of hybrid systems
[IQMKLXYWI²LIWE]W±&YMPHMRKZMVXYEP
vehicles is also a huge cost saving and leads
XSJEWXIVHIZIPSTQIRXG]GPIW²
-R2SZIQFIV5MRIXM5ERH%1+IRIVEP
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CRISTANINI Large Volume Decontamination
(LVD-X system): Overcoming Internal
Contamination
Cristanini

T

he effects of Chemical and Biological weapons and Toxic
Industrial Materials on buildings and their occupants have
received greater attention of late, particularly for those
with responsibility for Critical National Infrastructure.
The effects, however, are very much dependent on a myriad
of factors: to wit, the type and extent of incident, the hazardous
agents released, the location of the release, climatic factors,
the characteristic of the materials exposed to the agent, and
RSXPIEWXEMVFSVRIGSRXEQMREXMSRVIPEXIHXSEMV½PXVEXMSRERH
conditioning systems. The consequences of such an incident will
depend largely on the employment of effective decontamination
methods and standards.
'SRGIVRWSZIVGSVSREZMVYWFIMRKEFMS[IETSRLEZI¾SYVMWLIH
despite it being a novel, naturally occurring pathogen dispersed
globally though free trade and international travel.

:ETSVM^IH,]HVSKIR4IVS\MHIMR½RIPMUYMHEIVSWSPERH
vaporised form is widely used for ‘large volume’ biological
decontamination in hospitals, largely because it is not an
aggressive decontaminant.
CRISTANINI’s LVD-X technology for “large volume”
decontamination uses two separate liquid components, which
accelerate rapid dispersion throughout the contaminated area,
decontaminating both the air and surfaces within the building or
aircraft.
The radicals are generated by a heterogeneous catalyst
combined with UV radiation. LVD-X generates and disseminates
XLI½RIEIVSWSPSJEGXMZEXMSRQM\XYVIERHEGXMZEXIHL]HVSKIR
peroxide solution. The components accelerate rapid dispersion
throughout the contaminated area, decontaminating both the air
and surfaces within the building.

Switzerland: Armoured tank decontamination with Sanijet C.921 and Sanijetgun Lance
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CRISTANINI SPONSORED STATEMENT

CHEMICAL WARFARE
AGENTS
Measured samples of three types of CW
agent were employed for testing:
- Sulfur Mustard, (bis(2-chloroethyl)
WYP½HI LIVIMREJXIV,(EKIRXTYVMX]
98.5 %,
- Soman, O-pinacolyl
QIXL]PTLSWTSRS¾YSVMHEXILIVIMREJXIV
GD agent, purity 90.6 %,
- Sarin, Isopropyl
QIXL]PTLSWTLSRS¾YSVMHEXILIVIMREJXIV
GB agent, purity 98.7%.
Agents were chosen as they are easily
optimised for contaminating critical
MRJVEWXVYGXYVIZMEEMV½PXVEXMSR

EXPERIMENTAL
PERFORMANCE
CONFIGURATION

A NBCR Reconnaissance Vehicle in Saudi Arabia

The LVD-X aggregate was placed
SYXWMHIXLIXIWXMRKGLEQFIV8LI½\IHHMVIGXMSREPWTVE]MRKRS^^PI
was placed inside the chamber at a height of one meter, with the
angle of the aerosolised stream orientated towards the samples
½\IHSRXLIJVSRX[EPP
The LVD-X aggregate was enabled to spray the activation water
mixture and active hydroxyl radical decontamination solution,
either simultaneously via both pipelines, or consecutively, starting
with the water mixture. The simultaneous deposition was used
for testing purposes.

Of course, building interiors contain large surfaces composed
of a variety of complex, sensitive and porous materials, presented
in whatever state that the release occurred. To determine the
IJ½GEG]SJ0:(<MX[EWXIWXIHSRTERIPWGSQTSWIHSJWM\
different materials contaminated with vaporised chemical agents
GB, GD and HD. The six materials selected for testing were
VITVIWIRXEXMZITPEWXMG¾SSVMRKETEMRXIHK]TWYQFSEVHWERHWXSRI
painted concrete and Chemical Agent Resistant Coating.

TESTING OBJECTIVES
CONCLUSIONS

The testing objectives were to:
a) Determine adsorptivity of selected indoor building surfaces
exposed to vaporized CW agents;
b) Determine residual chemical agent within the substrate
material structure after application of LVD-X technology.

On the basis of testing results LVD-X decontamination
technology is effective in decontamination of selected indoor
building surfaces, which have been contaminated by vaporised
CW agents.
Materials resistant to the penetration of vaporised CW agents
(CAR) as well as the adsorptive materials such as PCN and GYB
are decontaminated to below contact hazard threshold level using
the standard LVD-X decontamination procedure.
Decontamination of organic materials such as protein-fulvic
¾YSVIWGIRGI[LMGLEVIRSXVIWMWXERXXSTIRIXVEXMSRSJ';
agents into their structure, is more challenging.
8LI½\IHHMVIGXMSREPRS^^PIJSVWTVIEHMRK0:(<
HIGSRXEQMRERXHIQSRWXVEXIWEWMKRM½GERXHMJJIVIRGIMR
HIGSRXEQMREXMSRIJ½GMIRG]*SVI\EQTPIWSQIWEQTPIWTPEGIH
in different positions resulted in less homogeneity. Experimental
trials with a rotating nozzle and its delivery through a robotised
platform are ongoing. This will undoubtedly optimise the results
achieved so far. Q

LVD-X DECONTAMINANT
CRISTANINI’s LVD-X decontaminant comprises a water-based
activator and a 30% Hydrogen Peroxide solution. For air and
surface activation (generates the reaction media) the waterbased activator is used. The surface activation mixture should
be applied either prior to the hydroxyl radicals deposition or
simultaneously. The decontamination reaction is based on the
chemical degradation of CB agents due to the substantial oxidizing
effects of the hydroxyl radicals. These in turn are generated
by the catalytic decomposition of Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2) in
the application device through a heterogeneous metal catalyst
combined with UV radiation. Due to its instability, the hydroxyl
radical must be generated continuously during application.
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hanwha'S

K9

MAKES
WAVES

With its K9 Self-Propelled Howitzer set to pass the 2,000
0
order mark, South Korea's Hanwha Defence says the
secret to its export success is its low operating and
maintenance costs and custom-made strategy.
By Atul Chandra

S

SYXL/SVIERHIJIRGI½VQ,ER[LE
(IJIRGIMWIQIVKMRKEWEXIREGMSYW
GSQTIXMXSVMRXLIKPSFEPHIJIRGI
QEVOIXJSVPERHW]WXIQWPIEHMRKI\TSVX
GEQTEMKRW[MXLMXW/8LYRHIVQQ
GEPMFVI7IPJ4VSTIPPIH,S[MX^IV 74, 
8LIGSQTER][SRMXWPEVKIWXI\TSVX
SVHIVJSVXLI/MR*IFVYEV][LIR
)K]TXMROIHEFMPPMSRGSRXVEGXJSV
XLIEVXMPPIV]W]WXIQ,ER[LE(IJIRGI
MWWPEXIHXSHIPMZIVMRMXMEPFEXGLIW
SJXLI74,YRXMPXLIWIGSRHLEPJSJ
JSPPS[MRK[LMGLTVSHYGXMSR[MPP
GSQQIRGIPSGEPP]MR)K]TXSRGSQTPIXMSR
SJXLIXIGLRSPSK]XVERWJIV

8LI)K]TXMERSVHIVMWWEMHXSVYRMRXS
S
LYRHVIHWSJ/WEPSRK[MXLEWWSGMEXIH
WYTTSVXZILMGPIW /EQQYRMXMSRVIWYTTP]
YTTP]
ZILMGPIERH/½VIHMVIGXMSRGSRXVSP
ZILMGPI ERH[MPPEPWSMRGPYHIEREZEPZEVMERX
VMERX
SJXLIKYRXSFIYWIHEWERERXMEGGIWW
W
EVIEHIRMEP[IETSRF]XLI)K]TXMER2EZ]
EZ]
,ER[LE(IJIRGILEWHIZIPSTIHXLI
/)+=[LMGLMWER)K]TXWTIGM½GZEVMERX
ERX
SJXLI74,[LMGL[MPPFIFYMPXYRHIV
PMGIRWIMRXLIGSYRXV][MXLWSQITEVXWERH
ERH
GSQTSRIRXWPSGEPMWIHMR)K]TX8LI7SYXL
YXL
/SVIER½VQ[MPPEPWSIWXEFPMWLSTIVEXSV
SV
ERHHITSXPIZIPQEMRXIRERGIJEGMPMXMIWJSV
SV
XLI/)+=MR)K]TX
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)K]TXLEWIQIVKIHEWXLIPEXIWXGYWXSQIVJSV,ER[LE(IJIRGI´W
/8LYRHIVQQGEPMFVI74, Copyright: Hanwha Defence)
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8LI/)+=MWFEWIHSRXLIXSRRI
/%[LMGLGEREXXEMRWTIIHWSJYTXS
OQLERH½VIEVXMPPIV]WLIPPWSYXXS
VERKIWSJOQ8LI)K]TXMER/HIEP
MWXLSYKLXXSLEZIWSQITEVEPPIPW[MXL
XLI-RHMER/GSRXVEGXMR[LMGL,ER[LE
(IJIRGITEVXRIVIH[MXL-RHMER½VQ0EVWIR
8SYFVS 0 8 XSHIZIPSTEGSYRXV]
WTIGM½GZEVMERXHIWMKREXIHEWXLI/
³:ENVE8´JSVQERYJEGXYVIYRHIVPMGIRWI
MR-RHME±;IQSHIPPIHSYV)K]TXMER
GEQTEMKREJXIVXLI-RHMERGEQTEMKR²E
,ER[LE(IJIRGISJ½GMEPXSPHDefence
Procurement International.-RHMELEHWMKRIH

EGSRXVEGXXSTVSHYGI/:ENVE8WMR
1E]ERH0 8GSRGPYHIHHIPMZIVMIWF]
*IFVYEV]

A new K9 variant for
Australia
)\TSVXSVHIVWJSVXLI/74,LEZI
EGGIPIVEXIHVIGIRXP][MXL,ER[LE
(IJIRGI[MRRMRKEQMPPMSRHIJIRGI
GSRXVEGXMR(IGIQFIVJSVWYTTP]SJ
%7WXSXLI%YWXVEPMER%VQ]%RSXLIV
XVERGLISJW]WXIQWGSYPHFITVSGYVIHF]
%YWXVEPMEEWEJSPPS[SRSVHIVPEXIV8LI
%YWXVEPMERGSRXVEGXQEVOWXLI½VWX/
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I\TSVXF],ER[LE(IJIRGIXSEREXMSR
XLEXMWTEVXSJXLI³*MZI)]IW´KVSYTSJ
GSYRXVMIWGSQTVMWMRKXLI979/'EREHE
%YWXVEPMEERH2I[>IEPERH8SQIIX
XLI%YWXVEPMER4VSXIGXIH1SFMPI*MVIW
TVSKVEQQIVIUYMVIQIRXXLIGSQTER]
MRGSVTSVEXIHMXWPIEVRMRKWERHI\TIVMIRGI
JVSQXLIKPSFEP/¾IIX[LMGLRS[
RYQFIVWSZIVW]WXIQWXSHIZIPSTE
RI[/ZEVMERXJSV%YWXVEPMEORS[REWXLI
%7±,YRXWQER²
%YWXVEPME´W1MRMWXIVJSV(IJIRGI4IXIV
(YXXSRERRSYRGIHMR(IGIQFIVXLEXXLI
MRMXMEPGSRXVEGX[SYPHGSZIVXLIWYTTP]
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SJ%774,%7%VQSYVIH
%QQYRMXMSR6IWYTTP]:ILMGPIW %%6: 
ERH[IETSRPSGEXMRKVEHEVWXLEXHIXIGX
IRIQ]EVXMPPIV]±8LITVMQIEFMPMX]SJXLI
RI[ZILMGPIWMWXS½VIERHQSZIUYMGOP]
EZSMHMRKIRIQ]GSYRXIVEXXEGO²(YXXSR
WEMH±8LMWTVSNIGX[MPPQIEREWMKRM½GERX
MRGVIEWIMRXLIPIZIPSJ½VITS[IVERH
WIGYVMX]JSV%YWXVEPMEREVXMPPIV]GETEFMPMX]²
8LIEVXMPPIV]W]WXIQW[MPPFIFYMPXMR
%YWXVEPME´W+IIPSRKVIKMSR[MXLJYXYVI
QEMRXIRERGIXSEPWSXEOITPEGIEXXLIWEQI
JEGMPMX]8LI%7W[MPPFI½XXIH[MXLER
MRGVIEWIHTVSXIGXMSRTEGOEKIGSQTVMWMRK

FSXLEGXMZIERHTEWWMZIW]WXIQWWYGL
EWGSR½KYVEFPIOMRIXMGIRIVK]W]WXIQW
YTKVEHIHQMRIFPEWXTVSXIGXMSRQSFMPI
GEQSY¾EKIW]WXIQWERHL]FVMHWPEXJIRGMRK
8LI%YWXVEPMERSVHIVMWEPWSWMKRM½GERX
EWXLI9/EOI]QIQFIVSJXLI*MZI
)]IWKVSYTMWEPWSI\TIGXIHXSSTIRE
FMHJSVEHSTXMRKWIPJTVSTIPPIHLS[MX^IVW
YRHIVXLI1SFMPI*MVIW4VSKVEQQI 1*4 
±8LI%YWXVEPMERGSRXVEGXMWI\TIGXIHXS
WIVZIEWEKSSHXVEGOVIGSVHXSTVSZI
XLIGETEFMPMX]ERHVIPMEFMPMX]SJXLI/
EVXMPPIV]WSPYXMSR²E,ER[LE(IJIRGI
WTSOIWTIVWSRWEMH%X(7)-,ER[LE
PEYRGLIH8IEQ8LYRHIVEVSFYWX
MRHYWXVMEPTEVXRIVWLMTMRXLI9/[LMGL
[MPPWIIMXTEVXRIV[MXLQYPXMTPIPSGEP
WYTTPMIVWMRGPYHMRK4IEVWSR)RKMRIIVMRK
,SVWXQER(IJIRGI7]WXIQW0ISREVHS
9/ERH7SYG](IJIRWIJVSQ'EREHE

Manned-unmanned teaming

8LI6ITYFPMGSJ/SVIE%VQ]LEW
ETTVS\MQEXIP]/74,WMRWIVZMGI
Image by Hanwha Defence)

,ER[LE(IJIRGIMWTVSTSWMRKMXWRI[IWX
/%ZEVMERXXSQIIXXLI9/1SFMPI
*MVIW4PEXJSVQVIUYMVIQIRXERHW]WXIQW
HIZIPSTQIRXMWI\TIGXIHXSWXEVXWSSR
8LI/%[MPPLEZIEJYPP]EYXSQEXIH
XYVVIXW]WXIQHYIXSXLIMRGSVTSVEXMSRSJ
EJYPP]EYXSQEXMGTVSNIGXMPIPSEHMRKW]WXIQ
[LMGL[MPPVIWYPXMRERMRGVIEWIHVEXI
SJ½VISJRMRIXSVSYRHWTIVQMRYXI
TVSZMHMRKJEVIRLERGIHPIXLEPMX]8LI9/
/%ZEVMERX[MPPEPWSFI½XXIH[MXLQMRI
TVSXIGXMSROMXWERHGSQTSWMXIVYFFIV
XVEGOWXSQIIXYWIVVIUYMVIQIRXWEW[IPP
EWIPIGXVMGHVMZIW]WXIQW
8LI/%[MPPSRP]RIIHEGVI[SJXLVII
EWGSQTEVIHXS½ZIJSVXLISPHIV/%
8LIWYWTIRWMSRERHQQGEPMFVIKYR
[MPPVIQEMRXLIWEQI8LI7SYXL/SVIER
GSQTER]MWEPWSPSSOMRKXSTEVXMGMTEXIMR
XLI97%VQ]´W)\XIRHIH6ERKI%VXMPPIV]
'ERRSR )6'% TVSKVEQQI[MXLER
STXMSRXSMRXIKVEXIXLI/%XYVVIX[MXL
EGEPMFVIEVXMPPIV]KYRSRXSER)6'%
WIPJTVSTIPPIHLS[MX^IVW]WXIQEPSRK[MXLE
VSYRHEYXSPSEHIV
8LI/%MWXLIJSPPS[SRZEVMERXSJXLI
/%ERHMWI\TIGXIHXSIRXIVSTIVEXMSREP
WIVZMGIMRXLIW8LI/%[MPPJIEXYVI
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KVIEXIVEYXSQEXMSRERHFIGETEFPISJ
YRQERRIHSTIVEXMSR-X[MPPEPWSJIEXYVI
ERI[QQGEPMFVIKYRJSVKVIEXIV
IJJIGXMZIVERKI±&I]SRHXLI/%E
JYXYVMWXMG/MWTPERRIHXSI\TERHYTSR
XLIEYXSQEXMSRJIEXYVIWSJXLI/%[MXL
XLIMRXVSHYGXMSRSJQERRIHYRQERRIH
XIEQMRK8LI/2I\X+IRIVEXMSR
'SRGITXMWMRXIRHIHXSGSQTPIXI
HIZIPSTQIRXERHFIVIEH]JSV½IPHMRKMR
XLIW²EGSQTER]WTSOIWTIVWSRXSPH
XLMWQEKE^MRI

Export champion
;MXLMXWGSRXMRYIHI\TSVXWYGGIWWXLI
/TVSKVEQQIMWWIXXSTEWWXLI
SVHIVQEVOSRXLIFEGOSJVIGIRXERH
YTGSQMRKSVHIVW8LIPEXIWX)K]TXMER
SVHIVRS[XEOIWXLIRYQFIVSJGSYRXVMIW
XLEXLEZISVHIVIHXLI/XSIMKLX
MRGPYHMRK7SYXL/SVIE 8YVOI][EWXLI
½VWXI\TSVXGYWXSQIVJSVXLI/SVIER74,
MRPEXIWMKRMRKYTJSVYRMXW8LI
/LEWEPWSHIZIPSTIHEVITYXEXMSRJSV
VSFYWXRIWWERHVIPMEFMPMX]SZIVMXWPEVKI
MRWXEPPIHFEWISJSTIVEXMSREPW]WXIQW
±;MXLXLILYKIRYQFIVWSJ/WMR
STIVEXMSR[IGSRXMRYIXSKEXLIVHEXEWS
XLEX[IGERMQTVSZIUYEPMX]GSRXMRYSYWP]
SZIVXMQIWE]W7YRKO]YR4EVO(MVIGXSV
SJ7]WXIQ)RKMRIIVMRK8IEQEX,ER[LE
(IJIRGI´W'LERK[SR4PERX%WEVIWYPX
[LIR[IGSQTIXI[MXLSXLIVGSYRXVMIW
XLI/HIQSRWXVEXIWEZIV]LMKLUYEPMX]
PIZIPERH[IHSR´XLEZIQER]QENSVJEYPXW
SVTVSFPIQWHYVMRKXLIGSQTIXMXMSRW8LMW
MWSRISJXLIQSWXMQTSVXERXJEGXSVWSJ
XLI/XLEXMXMWEZIV]VIPMEFPIW]WXIQ²
%JXIV]IEVWSJSTIVEXMSRXLI/MW
VIEH]JSVEQENSVSZIVLEYPEX[LMGLXMQI
MXMWWXVMTTIHHS[RGLIGOIH[MXLTEVXW
VITEMVIHVITPEGIHERHXLIREWWIQFPIH
EKEMRFIJSVIFIMRKXIWXIHERHHIPMZIVIHEW
EFVERHRI[74,
)\TSVXGYWXSQIVWEVIIRXLYWIHF]
MXWI\GIPPIRXSTIVEXMSREPGETEFMPMXMIWMR
XIVQWSJPIXLEPMX]QERSIYZVEFMPMX]ERH
TVSXIGXMSRERHXLIXVEGOIHEVXMPPIV]
W]WXIQLEWHIQSRWXVEXIHSYXWXERHMRK
XEGXMGEPQSFMPMX]MRVSYKLXIVVEMR
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,ER[LE(IJIRGIERHMXW-RHMERTEVXRIVLEZIGSQTPIXIHHIPMZIV]SJEPP/:ENVE874,WXSXLI-RHMER%VQ]ERHEHHMXMSREPSVHIVWEVIWEMHXSFIMRXLITMTIPMRI
Copyright: L&T)

3ZIV/WEVIMRWIVZMGIXSHE]
EGVSWW7SYXL/SVIE  8YVOI]  
-RHME  4SPERH  *MRPERH  
2SV[E]  ERH)WXSRME  1IHME
VITSVXWWYKKIWX-RHMEMWGSRWMHIVMRKER
SVHIVJSVYTXSEHHMXMSREP/W0 8
WYGGIWWJYPP]MRXVSHYGIHERHUYEPM½IH
MRHMKIRSYWP]HIZIPSTIHGVMXMGEPW]WXIQW
JSV-RHMER/:ENVE8WMRGPYHMRKXLI*MVI
'SRXVSP7]WXIQ(MVIGX*MVI7]WXIQ
%QQYRMXMSR,ERHPMRK7]WXIQEPSRK[MXL
SXLIVGSYRXV]WTIGM½GQSHM½GEXMSRW
JSVHIWIVXSTIVEXMSRWWYGLEW%Y\MPMEV]
4S[IV4EGO %49 %MV'SRHMXMSRMRK
W]WXIQW*MVI*MKLXMRKW]WXIQWERH
2YGPIEV&MSPSKMGEP'LIQMGEP 2&' 
4VSXIGXMSRW]WXIQW[LMGLEVIEPWS
MRHMKIRSYWP]TVSHYGIH

8LI/´WI\TSVXSVHIVWGSYTPIH
[MXLEPEVKII\MWXMRK/SVIER¾IIXLEZI
EPPS[IH,ER[LEXSGSRXMRYIPEVKIWGEPI
TVSHYGXMSRMR/SVIEERHXLIVIF]PS[IV
GSWXW8LMWLEWPIHXSI\TSVXGYWXSQIVW
I\TIVMIRGMRKSTIVEXMRKERHQEMRXIRERGI
GSWXW[LMGLEVIVIPEXMZIP]PS[IVXLERXLI
GSQTIXMXMSR%RSXLIVEWTIGXXSXLI/´W
I\TSVXWYGGIWWMWXLIGSQTER]´WGYWXSQ
QEHIWXVEXIK]
±8LI/GERFIQSHM½IHXSQIIX
ER]VIUYMVIQIRXWSJGYWXSQIVREXMSRW
MREW[MJXQERRIVERHMREGSSTIVEXMZI
QSHI²E,ER[LEWTSOIWTIVWSRWE]W
±-REGGSVHERGI[MXLGYWXSQIVRIIHW
JSVI\EQTPIXLI/GERFII\TSVXIHMR
HMJJIVIRXQIXLSHWMRGPYHMRKXLII\TSVX
SJ½RMWLIHTVSHYGXWXIGLXVERWJIVERH
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PSGEPTVSHYGXMSR%WXLITEXLSJKVS[XL
MWFEWIHSRW]WXIQIZSPYXMSREPP/KYRW
GERFIYTKVEHIHXSXLIPEXIWXZIVWMSR
8LMWLEWTVSZIHXSFIERIJ½GMIRX[E]SJ
½KLXMRKSFWSPIWGIRGI%PPRI[JIEXYVIW
EVIEZEMPEFPIJSVEPP/YWIVW²Q

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Atul ChandraMWER-RHMERFEWIH
EIVSWTEGIERHHIJIRGINSYVREPMWX[MXL
QSVIXLEREHIGEHISJI\TIVMIRGI
,ILEWGSRXVMFYXIHXSSZIVEHS^IR
TYFPMGEXMSRWFSXLMR-RHMEERHEFVSEH
MRGPYHMRKFlight InternationalAir Forces
MonthlyAerospace ¯XLIQEKE^MRISJXLI
6S]EP%IVSREYXMGEP7SGMIX]ERHAsian
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THis

LEOPARD
HAS CHANGED

ITS SPOTS
The German Bundeshwehr
has taken delivery of one of
the most agile and powerful
tanks in the world, the new
and improved Leopard 2A7V.
By Ralph Zwilling

O

n September 15, 2021, the
OI]XSXLI½VWX0ISTEVH
%:[EWLERHIHSZIVXSXLI
GSQQERHIVSJXLI+IVQER%VQ] WVH
%VQSYV&EXXEPMSR0MIYXIRERX'SPSRIP
%RH];IMIRFSVR%WXLI½VWXXERO
FEXXEPMSRMRXLI&YRHIW[ILVMX[MPPFI
IUYMTTIH[MXL0ISTEVH%:W8LI
RI[ERHMQTVSZIHZIVWMSRSJXLIQEMR
FEXXPIXERO°XLI : MR%:EGXYEPP]
WXERHWJSVMQTVSZIH°JIEXYVIWELSWX
SJGETEFMPMX]YTKVEHIWPEVKIP]JSGYWIHSR
EHHVIWWMRKSZIVEPPSFWSPIWGIRGITVSFPIQW
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%JXIVXLILERHSZIVSJXLI½VWX0ISTEVH%:
GVI[WTVEGXMGIHEXXLIPSGEPXVEMRMRKEVIEMR&EH
*VEROIRLEYWIRMR3GXSFIVXSJEQMPMEVM^I
XLIQWIPZIW[MXLXLIRI[ZILMGPIWERHXLIMV
WTIGMEPJIEXYVIW Photo by Ralph Zwilling)
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8LIPSEHIV´WQQ\1+EMVHIJIRGIQEGLMRIKYRLEWE½VMRKVEXISJVSYRHW
TIVQMRYXI8LIIPIZEXMSRVERKIMWJVSQXS Photo by Ralph Zwilling)
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F]MQTVSZMRKXLIZILMGPI WTVSXIGXMSR
QSFMPMX]GSRXVSPPEFMPMX]IRHYVERGIERH
½VITS[IV
-XMWENSYVRI]XLEXFIKERFEGOMR1E]
[LIRXLI&YRHIW[ILVERH/VEYWW
1EJJIM;IKQERR /1; [LMGLQEOIWXLI
MGSRMGXEROMROIHEGSRXVEGX[SVXLº
QMPPMSRJSVXLIGSQFEXGETEFMPMX]YTKVEHI
SJ0ISTEVH%WEPVIEH]MRWIVZMGIXS
XLI%:HIWMKRWXERHEVH%REHHMXMSREP
0ISTEVH%:W[MPPFITVSHYGIHERH
HIPMZIVIHYTXS-RXSXEPZILMGPIW
[MPPFIHIWMKREXIH0ISTEVH%:HYVMRK
XLIGSQFEXGETEFMPMX]YTKVEHI3RGI
EPPZILMGPIWEVIYTKVEHIHXLI : [MPPFI
HVSTTIH
8LI0ISTEVH%:[EWHIPMFIVEXIP]
HIWMKRIHXSMRGVIEWIXLIUYERXMX]SJ
ZILMGPIW-REHHMXMSRI\MWXMRKSFWSPIWGIRGI
TVSFPIQWLEHXSFIWSPZIHERHXLITVSNIGX
GSQTPIXIH[MXLMREGIVXEMRXMQIJVEQI
8LEXQIERXXLEXZEVMSYWXIGLRMGEP
QIEWYVIW[IVIVYPIHSYXJVSQXLIZIV]
FIKMRRMRKXLEXGSYPHRSXFIFVSYKLXXS
TVSHYGXMSRQEXYVMX]MRXLIXMQIEZEMPEFPI
7S[LEXEVIXLIQEMRJIEXYVIWSJXLI
YTKVEHIXSXLI%:WXERHEVH#
2SXEFP]XLITVSXIGXMSRPIZIPSJXLI
XERO WGLEWWMW[EWMRGVIEWIH8LIMRXIVREP
TVSXIGXMSRQSHYPIWMRXLIJVSRXSJXLILYPP
[IVIVITPEGIH[MXLQSHIVRTVSXIGXMSR
QSHYPIWEHETXMRKEJVSRXTVSXIGXMSR
QSHYPIEXXLIFS[EHYIPKPEGMWTPEXI
TVSXIGXMSREW[IPPEWGEXGLIVWMRXLIWMHI
LYPPEVIEERHXLIMRWXEPPEXMSRSJYRMZIVWEP
FVEGOIXWJSVXLISTXMSREPQSYRXMRKSJ
LIEZ]WMHIWOMVXW
7MRGIXLILYPPWSJXLI0ISTEVH%W
WGLIHYPIHJSVGSRZIVWMSRXS0ISTEVH
%:[IVIEPVIEH]XSS[SVRXLI
GSRZIVWMSR[SYPHLEZIFIIRXSSGSQTPI\
ERHGSWXMRXIRWMZIWSRI[LYPPW[IVI
FYMPXJSVXLIWIZILMGPIW-REHHMXMSRXS
XLIQSHM½GEXMSRWRIGIWWEV]XSEXXEGL
XLILIEZ]WMHIWOMVXWXSXLIWMHIWSJXLI
ZILMGPIXLIXEMPPMKLXWEVIMRXIKVEXIHMRXS
XLIGSSPMRKEMVSYXPIXKVMPPIWERHQSHYPEV
½XXMRKWEXXEGLIHEXXLIVIEVSJXLILYPP
1YPXMJYRGXMSREPTVSXIGXMZIQSYRXMRKWJSV
STXMSREPEXXEGLQIRXSJEHHMXMSREPEVQSYV
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[IVIEPWS½XXIHXSXLIXYVVIXWMHIW
8LEROWXSRI[4,(½REP
HVMZIW[MXLQSHM½IHXVERWQMWWMSRVEXMS
XLI0ISTEVH%:MWRS[EFPIEKEMRXS
EHIUYEXIP]TIVJSVQXLIXEGXMGEPNYQT
JVSQGSZIV,S[IZIVXLMWEHZERXEKI
MWFSYKLXF]EVIHYGIHXSTWTIIH-R
EHHMXMSRXLIZILMGPIVIGIMZIHE>IRH
GSRRIGXSVXVEGOEHETXIHXSXLIMRGVIEWIH
[IMKLXRI[WTVSGOIXWVIMRJSVGIH
XSVWMSRFEVWERHJSYVEHHMXMSREPL]HVEYPMG
FYQTWXSTW
-REHHMXMSRXSER%88-'%XLMVH
KIRIVEXMSRXLIVQEPWMKLXERHERI[
I]IWEJIPEWIVVERKI½RHIVMRXLI)1)7
%QEMRWMKLXXLIKYRRIV[MPPLEZI
EREHHMXMSREPHMWTPE]XSXLIPIJXSJXLIMV
GSRXVSPLERHPIW8LMWEPPS[WXLIQXS
SFWIVZIXLI)1)7ERH4)6-6%
½IPHWSJZMI[HYVMRKPSRKIVSTIVEXMSRW
JEXMKYIJVII HYIXSXLIQSVIIVKSRSQMG
WIEXMRKTSWMXMSRMXTVSZMHIW8SMRGVIEWI
RMKLXGSQFEXGETEFMPMX]E74)'897--
7TIGXVEP8IGLRSPSK]JSV9RPMQMXIH7MKLX 
QYPXMWTIGXVEPHVMZIVEWWMWXERGIW]WXIQ[MXL
EW'137GEQIVEJSVHE]XMQIERHVIWMHYEP
PMKLXZMWMSREW[IPPEWERYRGSSPIHXLIVQEP
WMKLXEVI½XXIHXSFSXLXLIJVSRXERHVIEV
SJXLIZILMGPI8LIJVSRXERHVIEVZMI[W
EVIHMWTPE]IHSRX[SHMJJIVIRXHMWTPE]W

STAYING COOL
8LIQSHYPEV½KLXMRKGSQTEVXQIRX
GSSPMRKW]WXIQMRXVSHYGIHMRXLI0ISTEVH
%ZIVWMSRERHMRWXEPPIHMRXLIXYVVIX
VIEVMWVITPEGIHF]ERI[W]WXIQ[MXLE
GSSPMRKGETEGMX]SJYTXSO;[LMGL
EPWSMRGPYHIWEQSHIVR2&'SZIVTVIWWYVI
TVSXIGXMSRZIRXMPEXMSRW]WXIQ8LMW
W]WXIQRSXSRP]GSSPWXLIXYVVIX½KLXMRK
GSQTEVXQIRXFYXEPWSXLIIPIGXVSRMGWERH
EQQYRMXMSRVSSQMRXLIXYVVIX8LISPH
2&'GSQTEVXQIRXSRXLIPIJXWMHISJXLI
LYPPGERRS[FIYWIHJSVERSXLIVGSSPMRK
YRMX[MXLYTXSO;GSSPMRKGETEGMX]
JSVXLIHVMZIV8LIXIQTIVIHEMVMWRS[JIH
MRXSXLIHVMZIV WGSQTEVXQIRXF]QIERWSJ
ELSWI[LMGLLEHFIIREVIUYMVIQIRXSJ
XEROGVI[WJSVWSQIXMQI
%PPZILMGPIWSVMKMREPP]FEWIHSRXLI

0ISTEVH%QEMR
FEXXPIXERO[MPPFI
IUYMTTIH[MXLXLI
RI[0%
QQWQSSXLFSVI
KYRMRGPYHMRKRI[
FVIIGLFPSGOW
VIGSMPFVEOIWERH
VIGYTIVEXSVW
[LMGLTIVQMXW
WMKRM½GERXP]LMKLIV
KEWTVIWWYVI
8LMWTLSXSWLS[WXLIGLERKIWMRXLIJVSRXEVIESJXLI0ISTEVH%:
-RSVHIVXSFI
2SXIXLIEHETXIHJVSRXEPTVSXIGXMSRQSHYPIERHXLIHYIPKPEGMWTPEXI
TVSXIGXMSR Photo by Ralph Zwilling)
EFPIXSGEVV]XLI
LIEZMIWXX]TISJ
[MRXIVXVMEPWEXXLI6IREGEQTMR
EQQYRMXMSRXLI(1GEVXVMHKI[MXLSYX
WXIVHEPIR[MXLXLI0ISTEVH%:[LMGL
VIWXVMGXMSRWSRWXS[EKIPSGEXMSRERH
MWGSQTIXMRKEKEMRWX,]YRHEM6SXIQ W/
RYQFIVXLIEQQYRMXMSRLSPHIVWMRXLI
&PEGO4ERXLIV
XYVVIXERHLYPPEVIFIMRKVIZMWIH3RXLI
%WXLISVMKMREPXMQIXEFPIJSVXLI
0ISTEVH%:XLIQQWQSOIKVIREHI
)YVSTIER1EMR+VSYRH'SQFEX
HMWGLEVKIVW]WXIQSRP]LEWWM\MRWXIEHSJ
7]WXIQ W°*VERGIERH+IVQER] WIJJSVXW
IMKLXPEYRGLIVWTIVXYVVIXWMHI;MXLXLI
XSVITPEGIXLI0IGPIVGERH0ISTEVH
MRWXEPPEXMSRSJER)\TPSWMSR6IWMWXERX+47
QEMRFEXXPIXEROW°MRXVSHYGXMSRMR
6IGIMZIV )6+6 XLIZILMGPIVIGIMZIWE
WIIQWXSFIWPMKLXP]STXMQMWXMGXLI
QSHIVRREZMKEXMSRW]WXIQ[MXLLMKLIV
0ISTEVHGSYPHVIQEMRXLIQEMR2%83
EGGYVEG]ERHHIGITXMSRVIWMWXERGIEKEMRWX
1&8JSVWSQIXMQI;LMPIRI[GYWXSQIVW
+47WMKREPMRXIVJIVIRGI
WYGLEW,YRKEV]EVIEGUYMVMRKFVERH
%RI[HMKMXMWIHGSRXVSPW]WXIQJSVXLI
RI[0ISTEVH%WMRXIRHMRKXSOIIT
IPIGXVMG[IETSRXVEGOMRKW]WXIQERHE
XLIQMRWIVZMGIJSVEQMRMQYQIWXMQEXIH
RI[GSQQERHIV WQSRMXSV[MXLER
STIVEXMSREPPMJISJ]IEVW/VEYWW1EJJIM
MRGLHMWTPE][MPPFIMRWXEPPIH8LIWI[MPP
;IKQERRMWEPVIEH]PSSOMRKXSI\XIRH
FIMRXVSHYGIH[MXLXLI0ISTEVH%:
XLIIJJIGXMZIRIWWSJXLIXEROSYXXS
ZIVWMSRFYX[MPPEPWSFIVIXVS½XXIHXS
F]MRXIKVEXMRKRI[WYFW]WXIQWVIUYMVIH
SPHIVZIVWMSRWPSRKIVXIVQ8LIWXS[EKI
F]IZSPZMRKFEXXPI½IPHWGIREVMSWSVIZIR
GSRGITXSJXLI0ISTEVH%:LEWEPWS
XSXEOIQSVIVEHMGEPEGXMSRXSOIITXLI
FIIREHETXIH*SVI\EQTPIWRS[
OI][IETSRW]WXIQSJQER]EVQSYVIH
KVSYWIVWERHE½VII\XMRKYMWLIVEVIRS[
GEVVMIHMRLSPHIVWEXXLIVIEVSJXLIXYVVIX JSVQEXMSRWEXXLIXSTSJMXWIJJIGXMZIRIWW
EKEMRWXTSXIRXMEPTIIVEHZIVWEVMIWQ
;MXLXLI0ISTEVH%:XLI
&YRHIW[ILVMWRS[XLITVSYHS[RIVSJ
SRISJXLIQSWXEKMPIERHTS[IVJYPFEXXPI
XEROWMRXLI[SVPH&IWMHIW+IVQER]
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
(IRQEVOERH5EXEV[LSEPWSSTIVEXI
Ralph ZwillingLEWEYXLSVIH
XLI0ISTEVH%,YRKEV]LEWSVHIVIH
RYQIVSYWVITSVXWERHFSSOWJSVQMPMXEV]
0ISTEVH%8LI2SV[IKMER%VQ]MWEPWS TYFPMWLIVWERHQEKE^MRIWEWEJVIIPERGI
PSSOMRKXSVITPEGIMXWEKMRKERHSFWSPIXI
NSYVREPMWXERHTLSXSKVETLIV,IMWFIWX
0ISTEVH%1&8W-RSVHIVXS½RHXLI
ORS[RJSVLMWORS[PIHKIEFSYXXLI
FIWX1&8JSVMXWVIUYMVIQIRXWWMRGI
7XV]OIV-RXIVMQ%VQSYVIH:ILMGPIERH
.ERYEV]XLI2SV[IKMER(IJIRGI
SJXIRTLSXSKVETLW97%VQ])YVSTIERH
1EXIVMIP%KIRG] 2(1% LEWGSRHYGXIH
SXLIV2%83%VQMIWXVEMRMRKI\IVGMWIW
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FUTURE SOLDIER

Jonny in training wearing his 10 kg of body armour and his backpack with
everything he needs to survive on the 250 km journey across the Sahara.
8LI&VMXMWL¾EKSRLMWFEGOTEGOGSRXEMRWXLIWMKREXYVIWSJWSPHMIVWLI
served with in Afghanistan, some of whom never made it back.
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FUTURE SOLDIER

TOUGH TO

PROCESS

Jonny Mortimer Hendry, a former Captain in the
Parachute Regiment, is about to compete in the toughest
race of his life, the Marathon des Sables, a 250 km stretch
across the Sahara desert, wearing 10 kg of heavy duty body
armour. He's not expecting to meet any snipers in the desert,
FYXEWLII\TPEMRWXLIEVQSYVLSPHWWTIGMEPWMKR½GERGI
By Anita Hawser

I

t was 18 February 2022, and as
7XSVQ)YRMGIGPSWIHMRSRXLI9/
[MXL[MRHWTIIHWSJYTXSQMPIW
per hour, Jonny Mortimer Hendry was
pe
running through the streets of south
ru
0SRHSRFEXXPMRKWXVSRKLIEH[MRHW[MXL
0S
kg of body armour strapped to his chest.
±-KSXWSQISHHPSSOWMRXLIK]Q²LI
says, where he spent 20 minutes doing
sa
TVIWWYTWFIJSVI½REPP]KIXXMRKMRXSXLI
TV
WEYRE±-[EWXV]MRKXSEGGPMQEXM^IQ]WIPJ²
WE
he says.
On the 24 March, Mortimer Hendry
[MPPXEOITEVXMRSRISJXLIXSYKLIWXVEGIW
[M
SRIEVXLXLI1EVEXLSRHIW7EFPIWMR
SR
Morocco, a 250 km stretch across the
M
Sahara desert, which participants must
Sa
GSQTPIXIMRNYWXWIZIRHE]WGEVV]MRK
GS
everything they need to survive in the hot
ev
and dry conditions on their backs.
an
In addition to his 10 kg backpack
containing food and water, and whatever
co
IPWILIRIIHWXSWYVZMZISRXLIPSRK
IPW
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EVHYSYWNSYVRI]1SVXMQIV,IRHV][MPP
EPWSFI[IEVMRKOKSJLIEZ]HYX]FSH]
EVQSYV°X[STPEXIWJVSRXERHFEGO
— made from composite ceramics, which
GER[MXLWXERHFYPPIXWJVSQLMKLTS[IVIH
WRMTIVVM¾IW8LIEVQSYVMWWYTTPMIHF]24
Aerospace, a Coventry-based company,
best known for manufacturing the body
EVQSYVTPEXIWERHEVQSYVIHZILMGPIWYWIH
F]9/EVQIHJSVGIWMR%JKLERMWXER
1SVXMQIV,IRHV]RSXSRP]LEWLMWWMKLXW
WIXSRERI[+YMRRIWW;SVPH6IGSVH
°LI[MPPFIXLI½VWXTIVWSRXSGSQTIXI
MRXLI1EVEXLSRHIW7EFPIW[IEVMRKFSH]
EVQSYV°FYXLIEPWSLSTIWXSVEMWI
JSVXLI9/ W7YTTSVX3YV4EVEW
GLEVMX][LMGLWYTTSVXWWIVZMRKWSPHMIVW
and veterans from the Parachute Regiment
ERH%MVFSVRI*SVGIWERHXLIMVJEQMPMIWF]
TVSZMHMRKIUYMTQIRX½RERGMEPWYTTSVXERH
A contractor from Russian PMC Vegacy
EWWMWXERGIXSLIPTXLIQXVERWMXMSRMRXSJYPP
7XVEXIKMG7IVZMGIWMR7]VME9RPMOIXLI
XMQIIQTPS]QIRXEJXIVPIEZMRKWIVZMGI
Wagner Group, Vegacy's primary mission is
QMPMXEV]XVEMRMRK
(Source: Twitter)
As a former Captain
in the British

FUTURE SOLDIER

"When you go to war, body
armour protects you against
FSQFWERHFYPPIXWFYXRSXLMRK
protects your mind," says
Mortimer Hendry.

Army's Parachute regiment, Mortimer
,IRHV]GSQTPIXIHRYQIVSYWSTIVEXMSREP
tours in Afghanistan, so body armour
QYWXEPQSWXJIIPPMOIEWIGSRHWOMRXSLMQ
&YXXLMWXMQIEVSYRHMX[IEVMRKMXLSPHW
WTIGMEPWMKRM½GERGI±;LIR]SYKSXS[EV
your body armour protects you against
FSQFWERHFYPPIXWFYXRSXLMRKTVSXIGXW
]SYVQMRH²WE]W1SVXMQIV,IRHV]±-EQ
VYRRMRKXLI1EVEXLSRHIW7EFPIWXSQEOI
ETS[IVJYPWXEXIQIRXEFSYXWSPHMIVW ERH
ZIXIVERW QIRXEPLIEPXLERHXSIRGSYVEKI
SXLIVWXSWIIOLIPTXSSZIVGSQIXLIMV
FEXXPIW;LMPWXWIVZMRKMRXLI4EVEGLYXI
6IKMQIRX-[EWMRZSPZIHMRMRGMHIRXWXLEX
-WXVYKKPIHXSTVSGIWWSRQ]VIXYVRERH
[MXLXLILIPTSJ7YTTSVX3YV4EVEW-[EW
EFPIXS½RHXLIVET]ERHKIXQ]PMJIFEGO
SRXVEGO²
Having joined the Army in 2008,
1SVXMQIV,IRHV]HITPS]IHSRLMW½VWX

STIVEXMSREPXSYVEWETEVE[LIRLI[EW
]IEVWSPH(IWXMREXMSRXLI+VIIR
>SRIMR,IPQERH4VSZMRGI%JKLERMWXER
SRISJXLIQSWXHERKIVSYWTPEGIWSR
earth. He was based there for six months
on, six months off, from from 2010 to
[LMGL[IVIXLIQEMR½KLXMRK]IEVW
MR%JKLERMWXER8LISTIVEXMSREPXIQTS
[EWPMOIRSXLMRKLILEHIZIVI\TIVMIRGIH
before. “I was going, coming back, going,
GSQMRKFEGOERHEPSXSJXLIQIRXEPLIEPXL
MWWYIWWXIQQIHJVSQXLEXTIVMSHSJXMQI²
LII\TPEMRW±-X[EWIEW]XSSZIVPSSOMXEW
MX[EWMRGVIHMFP]LMKLXIQTSSTIVEXMSRW
ERH-HMHR XLEZIXMQIXSJSGYWSRMX²

AM I GOING TO BE ABLE TO
DELIVER?
1SVXMQIV,IRHV]EP[E]WWIIQIH
destined for a career in the Army. At 16,
LI[EWE[EVHIHEWGLSPEVWLMTXSXLI6S]EP
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1MPMXEV]%GEHIQ]7ERHLYVWX[LIVILI
was commissioned into the Parachute
6IKMQIRX;LMPILMWQEXIW[IVIVYRRMRK
round getting drunk at university, he was
preparing his body and mind for becoming
EWSPHMIV±8LITL]WMGEPEWTIGXSJXVEMRMRK
MWVIEPP]MQTSVXERXERHMWPMROIHXSQIRXEP
LIEPXL²LIWE]W±FYXRSXLMRKVIEPP]
TVITEVIW]SYJSVXLIVIEPMXMIWSJ[EV²
%WE]SYRKTPEXSSRGSQQERHIVKSMRK
out to Afghanistan at the height of the
QMPMXEV]GEQTEMKRLIWTIRXPSRKTIVMSHW
of time waiting for things to happen. Then
RI\XXLMRKLIORI[LI[EWWYHHIRP]MR
XLIQMHHPISJE½VI½KLX±=SYXLIRWXEVX
XLMROMRK %Q-KSMRKXSFIEFPIXSHSQ]
job as a unit commander? Are the guys
KSMRKXSPMWXIRXSQI#%Q-KSMRKXSFI
EFPIXSHIPMZIV#-HSR X[ERXXSPIXER]SRI
HS[R ;IWXEVXIHWYWXEMRMRKGEWYEPXMIW
JEMVP]UYMGOP]JVSQ-)(FPEWXW3RISJXLI
KY]WPSWXLMWEVQ[LMGLQEHIMXVIEPERH
MXGEVVMIHSRMRXLEXZIMRVIEPP]²
Making the rank of Captain at 23,
Mortimer Hendry ended up serving in
WSQIWTIGMEPMWXYRMXWMR%JKLERMWXER
-RE]IEVEJXIVLI HHITPS]IHXS
%JKLERMWXERXLI½VWXYTEVQSYVIH1EWXMJJW
ERH6MHKIFEGOTVSXIGXIHTEXVSPZILMGPIW
[IVIHITPS]IHF]XLI&VMXMWL%VQ]XS
%JKLERMWXERJSVSTIVEXMSRWMRXVSYFPIH
,IPQERH4VSZMRGI

PROTECTED ON THE
OUTSIDE
±;LIRXLI&VMXMWL%VQ]½VWXIRXIVIH
Afghanistan, they were using Snatch Land
Rovers from the 1990s, which were not
HIWMKRIHXSXEOI-)(FPEWXW²WE]W.EQIW
/IQTWXSR')3SJ24%IVSWTEGI±8LI]
[IVIYWIH[IPPFI]SRHXLIMVGETEFMPMXMIW
24%IVSTEGI[SREGSRXVEGX[LMGL
GEQISYXSJE936XSHITPS]RI[
ZILMGPIWJEWXXSTVSXIGXSYVWSPHMIVWSYX
XLIVI;IHITPS]IH1EWXMJJW[MXLMRWM\
QSRXLW8LIWIZILMGPIWWEZIHGSYRXPIWW
PMZIWERHTVSXIGXIHXLI[EV½KLXIV;I
VIEPP]HSGEVIEFSYX[LEX[IHSERH
[L][IHSMX9PXMQEXIP]XLIWIZILMGPIW
TVSXIGXPMZIW²

FUTURE SOLDIER

For Mortimer Hendry, protected
mobility was the main way of getting
around in Afghanistan. But while he felt
protected on the outside — a Mastiff
can easily take very large IEDs — mental
health wasn't a topic that was widely
discussed within the Army, he says. “I
spent 2010-2012 on operations on the
frontline and when I came back from that
it was like an almighty hangover. Three
years on operations I didn't know the debt
my mind would pay, which caused me a
few issues.”
“I probably could have done with
WSQIXMQISYXFYX-¾I[FEGO[MXLSRI
of the guys who was a double amputee.
He'd stepped on an IED, and I managed
XSKIXSRE¾MKLXJVSQ'EQT&EWXMSR
to Birmingham. We got a blue light to
Birmingham hospital. I jumped in the back
of an ambulance with my mate, who died a
couple of hours later. That was really hard
and incredibly tough at the back end of a
long arduous tour.”
Mortimer Hendry didn't even get time
to process the loss of his friend. Before
he knew it, he had picked up his stuff
JVSQLMWFEVVEGOWMR'SPGLIWXIVERH[EW
headed to another unit. “Four months
later, I was back in Afghanistan as team
commander of a different unit on another
kinetic tour. We took casualties, but it
wasn't until I came back from that. I was
25 and felt like I had lived a whole life. It
felt like I'd had the passion and enjoyment
WYGOIHSYXSJQI-[EWMRXLMWFVMI½RK
room and I had to take myself outside.
I was retching, and one of the Senior
3J½GIVWGEQISYXWMHIERHWEMHXSQI -
know what you need. You need to speak
to someone.'”

people can get back to life after they have
been deployed.”
In addition to NP Aerospace,
organisations supporting Mortimer
Hendry on his epic Marathon des Sables
journey, include Edgar Brothers, BeaverFit
UK, Firepot, and Support Our Paras. Q

deal with this now, I'd have to deal with
it when I was like 40 or 50.” Mortimer
Hendry says if his story is anything to go
F]TISTPIEVIWXVYKKPMRKXS½RHLIPTERH
resources. “The last couple of years has
been horrendous for a lot of people, so I
want to use my experience as a conduit to
talk about mental health, and do something
positive and empowering,” he says.
Jonny's story is quite common among
military personnel, especially when they
return, says Kempston of NP Aerospace.
“Some of the things they experience
are tough to process. Armour protects
the body, but we don't make things to
protect the mind. The military isn't just
EFSYX½KLXMRKFYXEFSYXQEOMRKWYVI

For further information about
Support Our Paras visit https://
supportourparas.org/
To make a donation to Jonny's
Marathon Des Sables in Body
Armour 2022, visit
https://www.justgiving.com/
fundraising/jonny-hendry

I experienced extreme
highs and lows. Then
I realised if I didn't
deal with this now, I'd
have to deal with it like
when I was 40 or 50.

EXTREME HIGHS AND LOWS
Mortimer Hendry was referred to
someone within his unit at Merville
&EVVEGOWMR'SPGLIWXIV±-LEHR XXEPOIH
about it to anyone," he says. "I remember
turning to go down a road and I lost my
mind with rage. I experienced extreme
highs and lows. Then I realised if I didn't
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IN THE LAB

GETTING BACK TO

GRASSROOTS

SCIENCE
I

t’s not every day that an invitation
from the UK’s defence science and
research establishment, Dstl, which
has a reputation for being one of the
most secretive military research facilities

in the world, lands in your inbox, inviting
you to see what its scientists have been
up to. But in early December, it did just
that, inviting me to attend a preview of
some of its latest tech at Porton Down in

%RYQERRIHKVSYRHZILMGPI½XXIH[MXL
sensors for enhanced ISR in urban
terrain during CUE21 in Portsmouth
(Photo courtesy of Dstl)
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From silk underwear to
protect soldiers against
IED attacks, to novel
weapons and sensing
technologies, the UK’s
Defence Science &
Technology Laboratory,
Dstl, is at the cutting
edge of game-changing
innovations. But if it
wants to win the science
and technology arms
race, it needs to go back
to its roots.

Salisbury. The media event coincided with
the launch of Dstl’s annual publication,
"The Science Inside," which showcases
some of its recent and current working
technologies. Defence science and

IN THE LAB

research has always been Dstl’s remit,
but last year’s Defence Command Paper,
"Defence in a Competitive Age," and the
Ministry of Defence’s 2020 Science and
Technology Strategy, have upped the
stakes and the ambition, stating that if the
UK wants to secure its status as a “Global
Science Power,” then it needs to retire old
platforms and make way for new and more
novel approaches.
Some of the kit on display at Porton
Down’s The Science Inside, included
EREWWEYPXVM¾I[MXLETS[IVERHHEXE
enabled rail, multispectral sight and a
third party effector for communicating
with remote weapon stations and small
drones for enhanced target detection and
GPEWWM½GEXMSRJVSQPSRKIVHMWXERGIW
Another display showed Dstl’s
SAPIENT software architecture, or
Sensing for Asset Protection with
Integrated Electronic Networked
8IGLRSPSK][LMGLWYTTSVXWVIEPXMQITPYK
and play of new sensors and capabilities
and integration with multiple systems,
XSTVSZMHIEWMRKPIYRM½IH-76TMGXYVI
Using AI and machine learning, advanced
distributed highly autonomous sensors
can exercise autonomy and decision
making to identify and classify targets
(human, drone, or vehicle), which Dstl
says reduces the cognitive burden on

EREP]WXWERHGSQQERHIVWMRXLI½IPH
As Chris Briggs, senior principal ISTAR
engineer and Dstl lead for Contested
Urban Environment, or CUE, explains,
SAPIENT works on the fundamental
principle of processing data at the edge
and then transmitting information
rather than raw data. “Edge processing
and automated sensor management
and information fusion ensure that
commanders are presented with
information that is relevant and timely.”
This is particularly advantageous in
GSEPMXMSR[EV½KLXMRKLIWE]W[LIVIMX
can be used provide a single common
operating picture that can be easily
tailored to the needs of the user.
%GSYRXIV9%7ZIVWMSRSJ7%4-)28LEW
already been adopted by the UK Ministry
of Defence (MoD) as the standard for
MRXIKVEXIHGSYRXIV9%7XIGLRSPSK]
“Most recently SAPIENT supported a
NATO Technical Interoperability Exercise
in the Netherlands where it was used to
enable more than 70 connections between
'9%7WIRWSVWERH'SQQERHERH
Control (C2) systems across a range of
nationalities and vendor,” says Briggs.
7%4-)28ERH%-TS[IVIHWIRWSVWLEZI
also been trialled across multiple technical
ERH[EV½KLXMRKI\TIVMQIRXW[MXLI]IW
partners, such as the Technical Cooperation

%REWWEYPXVM¾ISRHMWTPE]EX8LI7GMIRGI-RWMHIEX4SVXSR(S[R
It features a power and data enabled rail, multispectral sight and
third
party
effector for communicating with RWS.
Caption
(Copyright)
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Programme, Contested Urban Environment,
or CUE21, held in Portsmouth last year,
which demonstrated novel ISR technologies
for enhanced situational awareness in
complex urban terrain.
Most of the applications on show had
GPIEVYXMPMX]SRXLIFEXXPI½IPHFYXRSXEPP
of the stuff Dstl is working on will end up
in the hands of soldiers, at least not in its
current form. But by building and testing
these concepts, its scientists are better
able to understand the art of the possible
and what future soldier requirements
might look like.

VISUALISING FUTURE
CONFLICT
There was no better example of that
than Dstl’s Museum of the Future, which
required me to don a VR headset, upon
which I was immediately immersed in a
grand hall with huge pillars where you
could choose from different rooms or
experiences augmented with AR.
Apparently, the hall is modelled on the
main building at the MoD’s Whitehall HQ.
I chose the war gaming room. Having
manoeuvred myself next to a virtual war
gaming table inside the room, I could then
select from a range of different battle
scenarios, some with virtual drones and
other military hardware, whizzing past my

IN THE LAB

:MWYEPMWMRKJYXYVIGSR¾MGXMRXLI1YWIYQSJXLI*YXYVI:6I\TIVMIRGI ©Zubr)

eyes. In 3D, it almost felt like you could
reach out and touch them. It seems like
this is an example of the new and novel
approaches that the MoD is looking to
encourage in defence science.
Turns out, the Museum of the Future,
which saw Dstl collaborate with a team
SJWGMIRGI½GXMSR[VMXIVWEGEHIQMGW
and VR specialists, is designed to push
the boundaries of defence and policy
makers’ imaginations and help them
explore concepts that would have been
QSVIHMJ½GYPXXSZM^YEPMWIPIXEPSRI
GSRGITXYEPMWIMREX[SHMQIRWMSREP[SVPH
As Linda Knutsen and her team which
developed the Museum of the Future
I\TPEMRZMWYEPMWMRKJYXYVIGSR¾MGXXLVSYKL
storytelling and VR can help soldiers better
understand how threats can manifest in
ways they may not have foreseen. Knutsen
heads up Dstl’s newly formed Exploration
Division, which was set up last summer as
part of the UK MoD’s increased focus on
science and technology.

GENERATION AFTER NEXT
TECHNOLOGIES
The foreword to the MoD’s 2020
Science and Technology (S&T) Strategy,
authored by Professor Dame Angela

1G0IER'LMIJ7GMIRXM½G%HZMWIVXSXLI
MoD, talks about the need to ensure UK
armed forces are supported by the right
S&T to meet future challenges. “Science
and technology in defence is becoming
more competitive,” Knutsen explains. “If
we are to make the UK a leading science
and technology superpower globally, we
need to nurture generation after next
technology and grassroots science.”

My worry, is that there
will be nothing left in the
research cupboard unless
we focus on grassroots
hypotheses and generation
after next technologies.

The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan led
to lots of innovations in vehicle and body
armour —even silk underwear— which
Dstl developed to protect soldiers
from IED blasts. But Knutsen says the
Exploration Division is more focused on
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HIZIPSTMRK³SZIVXLILSVM^SR´XIGLRSPSKMIW
SVRI\XKIRIVEXMSRGSRGITXWXLEXLEZIR´X
even been thought of yet, which could
VIWYPXMR³KEQIGLERKMRK´GETEFMPMXMIW
ending up in the hands of the UK’s armed
forces.
For Knutsen, who started out 28
years ago as a Forensic Chemist in the
Naval Aircraft Materials Laboratory,
before moving to the Defence Research
Agency, which later became DERA, the
predecessor to Dstl, defence science
LEWGSQIJYPPGMVGPI±;LIR-½VWXNSMRIH
Defence Science, we were impregnating
membranes to convert CO2 back into
oxygen. At the time the idea was to try
and make the air on board Astute class
submarines cleaner,” she explains. “That
capability is now in service on board
submarines.”
It is this type of grassroots science
ERHXIWXMRKSJWGMIRXM½GL]TSXLIWIW
that Knutsen’s division was set up to
encourage. “Rather than us focusing on
getting things into the hands of users, it
is more about going back to grassroots,
more blue sky thinking,” she explains.
±-RXLIPEWXXS]IEVWXLI[E]XLI
defence research programme has been
run, it has been more adoption of what’s

IN THE LAB

out there and re-engineering defence. My
worry is that there will be nothing left in
the research cupboard unless we focus
on grassroots hypotheses and generation
after next technologies.”
War often creates more innovation
in defence, but the kind of innovation
Knutsen is talking about is way more left
SJ½IPH,IVXIEQ[MPPFIVIWTSRWMFPI
for coming up with things that haven’t
even been thought of yet, or innovating
around emerging technologies —
quantum sensing, quantum cryptography,
telexistence, neuromorphic computing
— by looking at these technologies and
combining them in new ways. “We don’t
expect we need to invent everything
ourselves,” she says. In many respects,
the Exploration Division sees itself as a
tech incubator, working alongside industry
and academia to help shape, nurture and
develop new and game-changing ideas. It
is the kind of exploration and innovation,
defence science and research labs used to
do really well.

FAILING FAST
To encourage this kind of blue sky
thinking, Knutsen’s team have traded their

white lab coats for an entirely different
approach to defence science research,
which bridges multiple disciplines,
including data science, software
engineering, psychology, as well as the
arts and humanities. “It’s a different
approach than what we’ve adopted in
the past,” Knutsen explains, adding that
predicting human behaviour and how
people will use technology is also part of
her division’s remit.
“The hardest thing is to understand how
these technologies might be used and the
cascade of behaviours that go with that.”
She uses the example of Google Glass,
which never really took off as users were
concerned about its ability to secretly
record people without their permission. As
[IPPEW½RHMRKXIGLXLEXMWVIEPP]MQTSVXERX
Knutsen says her team will also look at
human behaviour, as well as the ethical,
moral and legal implications of technology
adoption, to try and anticipate how these
technologies could end up being used.
,IVHMZMWMSR[MPPEPWSIQTPS]RSZIP
and emerging research techniques,
incorporating AI and machine learning,
to ingest and distil large volumes of data,
including patent applications, to look for

In the Museum of the Future, users can explore what the future
of unmanned underwater vehicles might look like. (©Zubr)
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ideas that will have the greatest impact.
“We’re embracing new AI software
to scan data for different keywords or
question sets that could help us identify
anything meaningful,” Knutsen explains.
“Not everything we’ll look at we’ll end
up deploying. For us, failing fast is just as
important as success.”
The challenge, Knutsen says, is to rapidly
identify and execute on ideas. Once an
idea reaches a certain level of maturity, and
the Exploration Division has built a case
for change, it will be handed off to other
departments within Dstl to prototype and
develop further. But the West is already
falling behind other countries such as
China in the global science and technology
arms race. In January 2021, the Center
for Data Innovation, which is part of the
RSRTVS½X8IGLRSPSK]ERH-RRSZEXMSR
Foundation (TIF), the world’s leading think
tank for science and technology policy,
stated that while the US may still hold an
overall substantial lead in AI, China will
eventually close the gap, due to the lack
of a “more proactive national AI strategy.”
The EU will continue to fall behind,
the Center says, unless it implements
an “innovation friendly regulatory
environment.”
If The Science
Inside is anything to
go by, then Dstl’s
research cupboard is
hardly empty, but will
it be enough to keep
pace with adversaries
that are moving more
quickly in areas such
as AI, space and
cyber? The sense of
urgency is not lost on
Knutsen. “We may be
keeping pace at the
moment,” she says,
“but we could fall
behind which is why
it is important to go
back to grassroots
science.” Q
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Five Essential Steps The Military Must Take
To Attain Total Asset Readiness
Matt Medley, Industry Director, A&D Manufacturing, IFS

T

LI97(ITEVXQIRXSJ(IJIRWI (S( HI½RIWSTIVEXMSREP
VIEHMRIWWEW±XLIGETEGMX]SJEYRMXJSVQEXMSRWLMT
[IETSRW]WXIQSVIUYMTQIRXXSTIVJSVQQMWWMSRWSV
JYRGXMSRWJSV[LMGLMXMWSVKERMWIHSVHIWMKRIH²8LIRIIHJSV
QMPMXEV]EWWIXWXSFIMREGSRWXERXWXEXISJSTIVEXMSREPVIEHMRIWWMW
IWWIRXMEPFYXXLIEFMPMX]XSEGLMIZIXLMWMWRSWMQTPIQEXXIV
8LIHMJ½GYPXMIWEVITPEMRXSWII%GGSVHMRKXSHEXETYFPMWLIH
F]XLI4IRKEXSRMR(https://www.military.com/dailyRI[WJWXMPPJEPPMRKWLSVXGSQFEXVIEHMRIWWSJ½GMEPWE]W
html)XLI*[EW±FIPS[WIVZMGII\TIGXEXMSRW²ERHMR
MWWXMPP WLSVXSJMXWVIEHMRIWWXEVKIX-WWYIW[MXLSTIVEXMSREP
VIEHMRIWWLEZIEPWSEJJIGXIH2%83JSVGIW%WXLI0YJX[EJJIGLMIJ
of staff (https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/germanys-militarydying-110696)GSQQIRXIHMR+IVQER]MRXLI]LEHVIEGLIH
±EPS[TSMRX²[MXLSRP])YVS½KLXIV8]TLSSRWSYXSJVIEH]
XSVIEGXXSEGVMWMW
'SQQERHIVWRIIHGPEVMX]SRXLIWXEXYWERHVIEHMRIWWSJOI]
EWWIXWERHGERRSXEJJSVHEQFMKYMX]*EMPYVIXSEGLMIZISTIVEXMSREP
VIEHMRIWWRSXSRP]GSWXWQSRI]ERHXMQIFYXEPWSVMWOWQMWWMSR
JEMPYVI7SLS[GERXLI]GPMQFXLIXVERWJSVQEXMSREPWXEMVGEWI#
8LIQMPMXEV]TVSGYVIQIRXTVSGIWWLEWIZSPZIHWMKRM½GERXP]
XLMWGIRXYV]+SRIEVIXLIHE]WSJXLIQMPMXEV]WMQTP]FY]MRK
IUYMTQIRXJVSQXLISVMKMREPIUYMTQIRXQERYJEGXYVIV 3)1 ERH
FIMRKJYPP]VIWTSRWMFPIJSVWIVZMGMRKERHQEMRXEMRMRKMXHYVMRKMXW
PMJIWTER-RWXIEHXLIQMPMXEV]LEWIQFVEGIHXLI³XVERWJSVQEXMSREP
WXEMVGEWI´[LIVITIVJSVQERGIFEWIHPSKMWXMGW 4&0 MWXLI
EGGITXIHQSHIPJSVTVSGYVIQIRXERHWYTTSVXSJEWWIXW[LIVI
IUYMTQIRXMWFSYKLXERHWYTTSVXIHSREREZEMPEFMPMX]FEWMW

NEXT STEPS
4&0WXVEXIKMIW[SVOFIWX[LIRETTPMIHXSERMRHMZMHYEPEWWIX
SVGSQTSRIRXFYXGERFIXEOIREWXITJYVXLIV[LIRETTPMIHXS
WIVZMGIFEWIHEKVIIQIRXWMRXS[LEXMWHIIQIHEX-*7EW±8SXEP
%WWIX6IEHMRIWW²[LMGLVIPEXIWXSJSVGI[MHIEWWIXQSFMPMWEXMSR
8LMW³RI\XIZSPYXMSR´TLEWIMRZSPZIWMRWXEPPMRKEXVERWTEVIRX
JVEQI[SVOEGVSWWXLIIRXMVIJSVGI%PPWITEVEXIVITSVXMRK
QIGLERMWQWERHWSJX[EVIW]WXIQWGERFIGSRWSPMHEXIH[MXLMR
EREPPIRGSQTEWWMRKWSPYXMSR8LMWKMZIWGSQQERHIVWEVIEPXMQI
MQEKISJIEGLEWWIXEXXLIMVHMWTSWEP°XVEGOMRKEWWIXVIEHMRIWW
[MXLMRXLIGSRXI\XSJXLIQMWWMSRXLI]RIIHXSGSQTPIXI
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8LI972EZ]´W2EZEP3TIVEXMSREP&YWMRIWW0SKMWXMGW)RXIVTVMWI
23&0) JEQMP]SJW]WXIQWMWEREXXIQTXXSMRXVSHYGIWYGLER
ETTVSEGL8LITVSKVEQQI(https://www.dacis.com/budget/budget_
pdf/FY18/RDTE/N/0604231N_104.pdf)IPMQMREXIWHEXEFEWI
ETTPMGEXMSRWIVZIVWERHGSRWSPMHEXIWMWSPEXIHETTPMGEXMSR
W]WXIQW°EMQMRKXSMQTVSZIEWWIXVIEHMRIWW
8LIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJW]WXIQWIEGLSJ[LMGLWTERXLSYWERHW
SJEWWIXWERHYWIVWVIUYMVIWGPSWIGSPPEFSVEXMSRFIX[IIRMRHYWXV]
ERHQMPMXEV]TPE]IVW&YXXLMWMWRSWMQTPIQEXXIV;MXLXLMWMR
QMRHXLIVIEVI½ZIOI]EWTIGXWXLEXQYWXFIGSRWMHIVIHMRSVHIV
XSVIEPMWI8SXEP%WWIX6IEHMRIWW

8LMWMW[LIVIWXVEXIKMGYXMPMWEXMSRSJ%4-WGERLIPTXSVIHYGIXLI
MQTPIQIRXEXMSRXMQIWERHPMROYRGSRRIGXIH-8W]WXIQW8LIVIEVI
LYKIWIXWSJRI[P]EGGIWWMFPIHEXEKIRIVEXIHF]QSHIVREWWIXW
FYXTVIZMSYWP]XLIWIWXVIEQWQE]LEZIFIIRTVSHYGIHMRWMPSIW
XLVSYKLHMWTEVEXIW]WXIQW%R-RXIKVEXIH(EXE)RZMVSRQIRX
RIIHWXSYWI%4-WXSIRWYVIXLIHEXEMWZMWMFPIERHHIPMZIVIHXS
XLIGSVVIGXMRHMZMHYEPEXXLIGSVVIGXQSQIRX°SXLIV[MWIXLI
HEXEMW[SVXLPIWW
2. Ensuring oversight in a disconnected environment
(IPSMXXIVITSVXW(https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/
industry-4-0/reframing-defense-military-readiness.html) XLEX-RHYWXV]
ERHEWWSGMEXIHXIGLRSPSKMIW[MPPLEZIEPEVKIP]TSWMXMZIMQTEGX
SREWWIXVIEHMRIWWLIVEPHMRKERI[ETTVSEGLXSEZEMPEFMPMX]FEWIH
SRVIEP[SVPHHEXE;MXRIWWXLI97%*TVMSVMXMWMRKXLIETTPMGEXMSR
SJTVIHMGXMZIEREP]XMGW(https://www.datanami.com/2020/09/02/
air-force-expands-predictive-maintenance/)XSEHHVIWWEHIGPMRIMR
VIEHMRIWWEGVSWWMXWEMVGVEJX¾IIX
-RXIVRIXSJ8LMRKWIREFPIHWIRWSVW½XXIHXSMRHMZMHYEP

1. Understanding the value of APIs
8LIREXYVISJHITPS]QIRXWGERQERHEXISZIVYWIVW
EGGIWWMRKIPIQIRXWSJER]WSJX[EVITPEXJSVQ°IEGLVIUYMVMRK
XLIMVS[RWIXSJVSPIWERHTIVQMWWMSRWSRETIVYWIVFEWMW-X
MWXLMWGSYTPIH[MXLXLII\XVIQIWGEPISJWIGYVMX]GSQTPI\MX]
VIUYMVIH[LMGLQEOIWXLIHIZIPSTQIRXERHMRXIKVEXMSRSJ-8
W]WXIQWGLEPPIRKMRK
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components can provide huge data sets on an asset’s status—
subsystems such as an aircraft engine, for example, can provide
XIVEF]XIWSJHEXEHYVMRKSRI¾MKLX8LVSYKLEREP]WMWSJXLMWHEXE
with AI/machine learning functionality contained within enterprise
software, steps can be taken to make the maintenance of the
EWWIXQSVITVIHMGXMZIXLERIZIVFIJSVI
8LEXWXEXIHXLIWIHEXETVSHYGMRKEWWIXWQE]FIHITPS]IHMRE
disconnected environment without forward infrastructure and
VIKYPEVP][MXLEQERHEXIXSQEMRXEMRSTIVEXMSREPWIGYVMX]-R
such circumstances, the software infrastructure must support
HMWGSRRIGXIHSTIVEXMSRW8LMWQIERWGSRWSPMHEXMRKEKKVIKEXMRK
and storing technical records and data which can then be sent
SRGIGSRRIGXMZMX]VIWYQIW

W]WXIQHS[RXSWTIGM½GXEWOVIUYMVIQIRXWMWWXVIEQPMRIHXSXLI
IRHYWIV
A ‘docker image’ can be created, which packs the application
ERHIRZMVSRQIRXVIUYMVIHJSVXLIETTPMGEXMSRXSVYRSTXMQEPP]
Containerisation is key to this process, allowing an application
ERHMXWVIPEXIHPMFVEMVIWHITIRHIRXERHGSR½KYVEXMSRXSVYRMRE
WXEFPI[E]EGVSWWEZEVMIX]SJGSQTYXMRKIRZMVSRQIRXW(SGOIV
images allow for an app to be reproduced, scaled, and used on
HIWOXSTWSVQSFMPIHIZMGIWWIGYVIP]
4. Prioritising security
*VSQEWIGYVMX]TIVWTIGXMZIGSRXEMRIVMWEXMSRLEWMXWFIRI½XW
All military software solutions must not only be deployed
WIGYVIP]FYXQYWXQIIXWXVMGXVIKYPEXSV]VIUYMVIQIRXWWYGL
EW-RXIVREXMSREP8VEJ½GMR%VQW6IKYPEXMSRW -8%6 GPSYH
WIGYVMX]QERHEXIWERHXLI(S(']FIVWIGYVMX]1EXYVMX]1SHIP
'IVXM½GEXMSR '11' :IVWMSR
;LMPIXLIQEREKIQIRXSJ½RIXYRIHTIVQMWWMSRVSPIWERHWIXW
becomes increasingly critical as an organisational user base grows,
there are other considerations—operational security controls
for instance necessitate stringent controls on who within an
organisation and respective supply chain has visibility into part and
MRZIRXSV]WXEXYWHYIXSYWIVVSPIWERHTIVQMWWMSRW
Also, the increasing need for electronic signatures to
guarantee transparency for investigatory and audit purposes
QIERW8SXEP%WWIX6IEHMRIWWWSPYXMSRWQYWXMRGSVTSVEXIWYGL
ERIZIVGLERKMRKWIVMIWSJVIUYMVIQIRXW[LMPIOIITMRKYT[MXL
IZSPZMRKWIGYVMX]XLVIEXW

3. Meeting user expectations
Access to the right data is as important as ensuring its
EGGYVEG];MXLWSQYGLLETTIRMRKFILMRHXLIWGIRIWSJWYGLER
-8GSRWSPMHEXMSRTVSNIGX°ETTWTPE]ETMZSXEPVSPIMRQEOMRKHEXE
EGGIWWMFPIEGVSWWER]HIZMGI0E]IVWSJXIGLRSPSK]I\MWXEXXLI
GIRXVISJXLIXIGLWXEGO[LMGLEVIMRZMWMFPIXSXLIIRHYWIVFYX
HVMZILS[XLIWSJX[EVIMWHIPMZIVIH
So, as personnel within the industry use apps daily, the ease of
use of universal software by commanders, industry experts and
QEMRXIRERGIGSRXVSPPIVWEVIZMXEP-QTSVXERGIWLSYPHFITPEGIH
on the user’s experience and the interface to make sure the

5. Information on demand
8LIIRHTSMRXSJWSJX[EVIMRJVEWXVYGXYVIGSRWSPMHEXMSRQYWX
XVERWPEXIMRXSWSQIXLMRKX]TMGEPP]EJSVGI[MHITIVGIRXEKI[LMGL
gives commanders both an accurate and current picture of their
SZIVEPPEWWIXVIEHMRIWW
-RER-RXIKVEXIH(EXE)RZMVSRQIRXVITSVXMRKXLVSYKL
spreadsheets is becoming obsolete—superior dashboards should
EPPS[GSQQERHGIRXVIWXSZMWYEPMWIEZEMPEFPIEWWIXWVIUYMVIHJSVE
WTIGM½GQMWWMSR
7]WXIQW[LMGLWYTTSVX6)78JYP%4-WQIVKIMRJSVQEXMSR
collated from metadata, allowing constant insights to be delivered
XSGSQQERHIVW/4-WGEREPWSFIMRXVSHYGIHXSVITSVXMRKW]WXIQW
ERHXVEGOIHMRVIEPXMQIEGGSVHMRKXSXLIJSVGIMRUYIWXMSR

MAXIMISE MISSION-READY ASSETS
By utilising a single software environment capable of measuring
the readiness of all assets, commanders can stay informed of all
IUYMTQIRXEGVSWWEMVWIESVPERH%QMPMXEV]SVKERMWEXMSRGERRSX
successfully run an operation without the correct asset status—
[MXL8SXEP%WWIX6IEHMRIWWWSPYXMSRWIZIV]EWWIX[MPPXVYP]FIEXE
GSQQERHIV´WHMWTSWEPQ
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The most sophisticated tracking security
for global supply chains
Zenatek

I

Obviously, improperly tracked or missing containers hold not
only food items and supplies necessary to sustain the troops and
keep them healthy, but also equipment and material, including
vehicles, air conditioners, earth moving equipment, and more.
It is not unusual for key shipments to arrive late, or to miss
transshipment. They may even be untraceable in ports and
countries suffering critical logistics issues themselves. Moreover,
some transporters have been known to hide their problems,
keeping missing containers in certain port yards or other “off-thegrid” facilities. Such transporters are not always happy that clients
may want to monitor and analyze the whole transport process
to be sure their money has been well spent. There is also the
problem of frequent overcharging of demurrage fees to clients.

n military supply chains, tracking regulation and security
fall under the control of military logistic departments and
authorities.
One might assume that these authorities provide cargo
monitoring at its best. Unfortunately, there is evidence to
suggest that this assumption is not warranted. There are military
deployments in which tens of thousands of containers or pallets
per year remain unaccounted for, without a proper e-tracking
system. Such waste or misplacement of costly resources is bad
enough, especially if the resources represent depreciating or
perishable assets. Much more importantly, the troops involved
may suffer the consequences of improper tracking and may not be
as well protected or as well fed as they should be.

Tracking of goods equipment from Europe to Russia
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Chart of temperature and humidity related to a transport of ammunition

With modern, technologically advanced real-time monitoring
provided by Zenatek Tracking Service (ZTS), these problems
GERFIIPMQMREXIHUYMGOP]ERHIJ½GMIRXP]3YVWIVZMGIMWZIV]
reasonable and cost-effective, and we have a proven track
VIGSVHSJI\GIPPIRGIMRXLI½IPH8SHE][IXVEGOKSSHWKPSFEPP]
and have recently expanded our service, extending it to a much
Safer transport of Lithium Ion batteries, used by Marines
FVSEHIVVERKISJKSSHW[MXLSYXWEGVM½GMRKXLIHMWGVIXMSRSYV
client’s demand.
ZTS was designed with an eye to maintaining strict cost
control. Our primary aim was to develop a rock-solid goods
tracking system that would remain affordable while meeting the
needs of our service’s end users. We have created a system that is
intentionally simple and stable, based on user-friendly web-based
software. For practical purposes, it is not necessary to verify the
location or positioning of the goods every 30 minutes. Nor is it
necessary to implement overstated monitoring requirements that
increase battery costs and may lead to the hardware device being
returned to the sender. However, it is critically important to have
the capacity to determine and trace all shipments’ routes, and
to receive immediate alert notices when something unexpected
or unpleasant happens to a shipment. These alerts are sent
by Zenatek’s web-based system via e-mail to any computer,
smartphone or other device assigned by the client.
To provide an accurate geographical position for a monitored
shipment at any point, the ZTS tracking device may use its
internal GPS, which is compatible with the GPS/Glonass standard
and is also Galileo-ready. Alternatively, it can leverage information
from mobile network cellular towers. The user can remotely
GSR½KYVIEPPSJXLIW]WXIQ´WGSQQYRMGEXMSRTEVEQIXIVWIZIR
after a shipment has departed the loading point.
ZTS can also store a container’s packing list, passwordprotected, in the web-based application, together with lading

HSGYQIRXWERHLIEPXLGIVXM½GEXIWXLIVIF]IREFPMRKXLI
receiver to trace the shipment’s contents and route with a
QIVI½RKIVGPMGOSREXEFPIX8LI>87HIZMGI[MPPEPWSXVMKKIV
alarms when a reefer container’s internal temperature and
humidity deviates from a predetermined level set by the client.
It then alerts the user when the temperature and humidity
return to the required level. Additionally, it will alert the user
MJ¾EQQEFPIKSSHW[MXLMREGSRXEMRIVEVIETTVSEGLMRKXLI
point of ignition, or if a container’s doors or a pallet’s seals
are subjected to tampering. It will similarly alert the user if a
container or pallet is turned on its side, capsized or involved in
a destructive incident.
The ZTS device has geo-fencing capability. This means that
if a trailer or container is placed in a new location or moved to
another part of the current port, the device will wake up and
alert the user. The device also provides geo-coded proof-ofdelivery information to the client, who can then rest secure in the
knowledge that the shipment has reached its destination, and that
there has been no unauthorized opening of a container’s doors
or tampering with a pallet. The device conforms to international
regulations, including FCC and EU standards, not to mention that
it is also HERO compliant.
Other currently available tracking technologies do not fare
well in performance comparisons with ZTS, and some of those
products can be very expensive. In fact, some operate based
on monthly fees, or payments per communication received by
the client, or both. Zenatek, on the other hand, designed and
manufactured ZTS with affordability in mind. ZTS devices need
not be retrieved at destination points because all traced route
and shipment information is in the system and has already been
transmitted – the devices may be used on a “one-way” basis.
This eliminates all costs associated with unit and data recovery
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tasks, such as recovery personnel costs, and unit forwarding,
VIGSR½KYVMRKERHVIWXSGOMRK8LIWIEWTIGXWSJ>87MRTEVXMGYPEV
make it ideal for military logistics applications.
Pallets may be transported and tracked in containers; they
may be transferred to train or truck, and then reloaded into
containers based on any intermodal chain. ZTS will track
accurately and provide status reports throughout, monitoring for
any damage, tampering, interference, or deviations.
Real-time status updates and event alerts allow users to
respond quickly to changes and emergencies. ZTS affords users
the possibility of prompt, effective damage control, even to the
I\XIRXSJVIVSYXMRKERIRXMVIWLMTQIRXMJRIGIWWEV]8LIFIRI½XW
are obvious, particularly with respect to time-sensitive or
temperature-sensitive shipments.
Users can also elect to provide receivers with access to ZTS
web-based applications, so that they are equally informed as to a
shipment’s status and current location. Clients can predetermine
the range of the information to be made available; they may
change access to and frequency of status updates for any or
all of the available information. All data is contained within an
IRGV]TXIHHEXEWXVIEQJSVJYPPWIGYVMX]QE\MQYQGSR½HIRXMEPMX]
and protection.

Today, one of the mostly frequently used tracking technologies
MW6*-( 6EHMS*VIUYIRG]-HIRXM½GEXMSR 9RJSVXYREXIP]6*-(
technology depends on the acquisition of a costly infrastructure
SJTSVXMGSWERHLEVH[EVIEX½\IHWMXIWSVYRVIPMEFPILERHLIPH
transceivers that need constant maintenance. In fact, an RFID
device could, at least theoretically, be manipulated to form part of
a weapon (for instance, as a triggering device) designed to attack a
WTIGM½GWLMTQIRX
ZTS leaves RFID technology and its associated problems
and expenses behind. With ZTS, clients now have access to a
one-price solution that includes all costs associated with the
technologies and services provided.
We live in a world that seems increasingly insecure, and there
are those who would resort to violence in their attempts to
disrupt international civil and military supply chains. The threat
of terror attacks targeting global logistics through vulnerable
transport systems can never be eliminated, but it can certainly
be reduced. The continuing use of unchecked and unmonitored
containers, pallets, trailers, and rail cars, when viewed in
combination with current business practices in many congested
ports, represents a hidden but very real danger. With Zenatek
service these potential threats can be seriously reduced. Q

Transport of spare parts from Europe to Afghanistan
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